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SECTION 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND SUMMARY REPORT

1.1: Executive Summary
The Solid Waste Management Coordinating Board (SWMCB) contracted with Skumatz Economic Research
Associates Inc. (SERA) and subcontractor JL Taitt and Associates to complete the Commercial Billing and Rates
study. The goals of the study were to better understand what is holding commercial recycling back in the region,
identify tools used in other jurisdictions, and recommend policy levers and resources to increase commercial
recycling. The research and recommendations focused primarily on billing, contracting, and resource-based
options. Mandatory recycling programs and single hauler contracts were not examined.
The following efforts were undertaken as part of this research:






Interviews with six comparable jurisdictions,
Focus Groups with commercial generators,
Web based survey of 166 commercial generators in the region,
Detailed interviews and site visits with 50 businesses in the region, and
Interviews with haulers operating in the SWMCB region and beyond.

COMMERCIAL SECTOR BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT
Business Background
Rates Analysis
Recycling Service
 Trash and recycling is not a high
 Rates charged to customers for
 Although recycling services
priority for many business owners
recycling service are less
may be comparatively less
expensive than those charged for
than trash it does not mean
 Trash service, the service provider,
1
trash service .
they are free.
contracts and invoices are not
2
something business owners /
 The cubic yard analysis found
 Unless the business is able
managers often revisit.
that, on average, recycling is 80%
to reduce the size and / or
of
the
cost
of
solid
waste
per
cubic
frequency of their trash
 Businesses are not very familiar with
yard of service without the state
collection they will see an
contract terms, invoice components,
3
and county taxes .
increase in their overall
or other details.
rates when they add
 Most businesses have at least some  When the Solid Waste
recycling.
Management Tax and the County
sort of recycling program but they
Environmental Charges are
are often not extensive programs.
included recycling becomes even
 The programs vary considerably in
more economically attractive to
design, materials, and operation.
generators.

1

The definitions for ‘recycling service’ and ‘trash service’ vary by customer and hauler. For this analysis the inclusive rates
charged by the hauler to the customer for ‘trash’ and ‘recycling’ services were analyzed and compared although the
services provided are not necessarily the same across all businesses.
2
Examined the total cost of trash and recycling services by cubic yard of subscribed service.
3
It could also be stated that, on average, trash service is around 1.3 times more expensive than recycling service without
the Solid Waste Management tax and County Environmental Changes (for counties that have them) included.
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FACTORS HOLDING BACK COMMERCIAL RECYCLING AND DIVERSION
The analysis finds the factors that are holding back recycling and diversion in the SWMCB region include:
Generator Factors


Not all generators have motivation to participate, some business are unaware their trash service provider can
provide recycling service, there are limited regulations requiring recycling, there are also be issues with space for
recycling in buildings
Once haulers initially sign a customer up for service they rarely revisit the firm to see if the service needs have
changed or if the customer might benefit from recycling.
Other issues include cost of service, lack of employee motivation, increased labor, customer type and base, and
material generation.
A large portion of businesses in the region do not have control over their trash and recycling services. Decisions
related to these services are made off-site (property management companies, corporate decisions) and may not
reflect the actual desires of the business owners.
Property managers do not always have incentives or demand from tenants to set up recycling services







Invoice / Contract Factors


Adding recycling to an existing trash-only service contract costs more money in total unless the trash service
levels can be reduced.
Invoices are commonly unclear about what services are provided for what price, and about the relative costs of
recycling and trash service.
The Solid Waste Management Tax (SWMT) and County Environmental Charges (CEC) are not always clear on
invoices.
Contracts have clauses that encourage a continuing relationship with a hauler, sometimes to the financial
detriment of the generators.
There are several clauses and invoicing practices that can specifically have a negative effect on recycling
expansion.







Hauler Factors


Although recycling service is less expensive, it does not always results in a cost neutral switch or cost savings for
all generator types. Generator size, logistics, and material generation (volume and type) all play a role in the
costs of service.
Once services have started most haulers do not have an incentive to conduct periodic waste service assessments
to right size trash or sell recycling and they tend to prefer customers maintain existing service levels.



OPTIONS USED ELSEWHERE TO ENCOURAGE COMMERCIAL RECYCLING
A wide range of tools to encourage commercial recycling is used in the six researched jurisdictions, as shown in
Figure 1.1 below. Each of these is described more fully in the report.
Figure 1.1: Options and Tools Used Elsewhere







Regional collaboration
Hauler licensing and reporting
Recycling requirements for generators
Waste audits and assessments
Advice on bidding and contracting
Taxes, fees, surcharges to make recycling more
attractive
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Business recognition program
Business recycling hotline
Social marketing campaigns (wide variety)
Free or discounted bins (interior)
Start up grants
Variety of small business efforts and
assistance to reduce costs
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Rebates for recycling and / or organics service
Peer-to-Peer program
Collateral material (wide variety of materials used)





Food scrap programs and initiatives
Franchises or districts for haulers
Single hauler contracts / organized collection

RESOURCES TO ASSIST GENERATORS IN INCREASING DIVERSION
The following resources and tools are recommended if the region’s goal is to increase commercial diversion.
1. Implement outreach ‘blitz’ focusing on bidding for solid waste contracts. Conduct a coordinated
campaign to teach generators, property managers, and companies how to go out to bid for services.
Generators should also be given information on how to negotiate their rates. Also, encourage all businesses
to read their contracts.
2. Mock-up Contract, Invoice, and Bidding Form. Develop easily accessible mock-up materials for commercial
generators. Including a mock-up of a contract, a few invoice examples, and a short bidding form that
generators could fill out when calling haulers for bids.
3. Prepare supporting products to facilitate and motivate businesses owners, managers, and employees to
start recycling programs. Continue the recent coordinated outreach campaign targeting commercial
generators. The walk-through self-audit tools and other documents and resources listed in this report
should be incorporated into the current outreach campaign.
4. Resources to support and / or conduct waste audits and right-sizing of service. There are eeveral options
for implementation including regional / county cooperative program offering audits for no cost to
generators or a grant program for these services. Other options are describe in the report.
5. If possible, provide a coordinated grant program addressing small infrastructure-related barriers to
additional commercial recycling. The program can be part of the existing county grant programs or a
stand-alone regional program specific to commercial recycling.
6. Address the problem of pricing / invoicing barriers for the small commercial businesses directly. Multiple
options are included in the report to assist small business overcome cost barriers.

POTENTIAL POLICY LEVERS THAT CAN BE USED BY SWMCB AND ITS MEMBERS
The following policy levers are recommended if the region’s goal is to increase commercial diversion.
1. Increased commercial tonnage tracking / reporting by haulers. Could help provide a baseline and
encourage progress.
2. Implement policies that cause periodic waste audits and right-sizing of service. Consider requiring haulers
to offer waste audit and right-sizing services.
3. Require haulers to note on bills or other means at least once a year that recycling service is available and
identify the materials that can be recycled and/or composted.
4. Require clarity / transparency in commercial bills. The elements of service provision should be clearly
presented on every bill – size of dumpsters, number of dumpsters, and frequency of service for each waste
stream.
5. Require clarity of the incentives in taxes – or the combined prices for the different service streams -- on
all bills. Require clear labeling of the various fees, and presentation of the taxes and environmental
charges in a way that makes it clear the impact is lower costs for recycling and composting.
6. Require haulers to provide a copy of their contract to all new customers. The agreement should include
the service levels and collection frequency, the rates, and information on ways to avoid paying the SWMT
and CEC through recycling.
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7. Cooperate with haulers to encourage ‘selling’ recycling. Work with haulers servicing the region to
encourage them to continually ‘sell’ recycling services and consider possible incentives, recognition, or
cooperative assistance for haulers that are able to ‘sell’ more recycling services to their existing customers.
8. Continue or enhance the existing policies (and charges / fees / taxes) that provide incentives for
recycling. The cost analysis in this report shows that the existing trash fees / taxes in place at the state
level and some counties helps enhance the price incentive for recycling compared to trash. The fees should
be continued with additional information to generators on how to reduce their rates.
To get to the highest levels of commercial diversion, mechanisms beyond providing the opportunity to recycle
and education to encourage recycling may be required. Incentives (taxes, fees, surcharges) and education efforts
coupled with programs ensuring that every generator that wants to recycle has the ‘opportunity’ to do so can
get a region above average commercial diversion rates, perhaps in the 30 - 40% range. However, for the region
to get to the highest tier of commercial diversion the ‘opportunity’ model must be combined with requirements
and mandates to take action.

RESOURCE PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION
A combination of the following outlets are recommended for resource development and outreach delivery
(displayed in decreasing order of importance):
1. County and local government: The counties and/or local government are one of the most trusted
sources for credible information on trash-related topics of this type.
2. Haulers: Haulers should be involved in the development of any programs or resources but outreach
should come from a third party without an economic interest in the trash and recycling services.
3. Peer-to-peer: If businesses can be recruited to assist in the message delivery they can be an extremely
impactful voice.
4. Business associations: They are trusted and should be considered as future partners.
5. Property management companies: A key stakeholder group and often responsible for setting up service
6. SWMCB: The SWMCB should be involved in message coordination and program oversight but local
governments are the preferred resource distributor.
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1.2: Summary of Project Purpose and Method
The aim of the Commercial Cost and Billing project was to answer the following five primary questions:
1) What is holding recycling and diversion back in the commercial sector with an emphasis on hauler /
generator relations
2) What are the options for encouraging commercial recycling through billing and contracts used
elsewhere
3) What resources are possible and useful to assist generators in increasing diversion
4) What are the potential policy levers that can be used by SWMCB and its members4
5) Who is best situated in the Region to produce and share these resources
To address these issues, the Solid Waste Management Coordinating Board (SWMCB) contracted with Skumatz
Economic Research Associates Inc. and JL Taitt and Associates to complete the Commercial Billing and Rates
study. The three main project tasks, their goals, and methodology are described briefly below:
Task 1: National Research Goals:



Understand the options for encouraging commercial recycling through billing and commercial generator
/ hauler contracts used elsewhere
Provide information on potential options and ‘levers’ for the SWMCB region

Process: In order to complete this research SERA conducted detailed interviews with city, county, and regional
staff responsible for commercial diversion strategies in six comparable jurisdictions. The jurisdictions were
chosen based on their hauler and jurisdictional organization, their existing and planned programs, and data
availability.
Task 2: Interviews with Local Non-residential Entities Goals:


Identify the most significant contract and invoice issues that pose barriers to additional diversion using
feedback from a sample of businesses in the region.

Process: SERA conducted three separate sub-tasks to gather the data necessary to complete Task 2:
1) Focus Groups: Designed to gather a breadth of information on contracting and billing issues that could
not be gathered through detailed interviews or surveys.
2) Web based Survey: Collect information on the current solid waste practices, decision making, barriers,
motivations, billing, and contract issues from a random sample of businesses in the region.
3) Detailed interviews: Conduct on-site interviews with businesses in the Region to review the invoice and
solid waste service contract details.
Task 3: Hauler Interview Goals:


Assess how haulers communicate important information and service options to non-residential
customers and better understand what is included in standard contracts and invoices

4

At this time single hauler contracts, organized collection, and mandates are not being considered as potential options by
most of the region and thus were not a primary focus of the research.
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Process: The research team completed interviews with local, regional, and national haulers operating in the
SWMCB region as well as several interviews with haulers operating outside of the region to support comparisons
in practices and policies.
The findings, process, and results of the commercial billing study are highlighted in the following sections.

1.3: Summary of Findings
Detailed summaries of findings derived from each analysis effort are included in the individual chapters, and the
results were largely consistent. The “high level” findings related to the project goals are presented below.
Current Commercial Sector Recycling Background / Context


Most businesses have at least some sort of recycling program. Three quarters of the businesses reported
that they had a recycling program, but they are often not extensive programs. Eighty percent are
recycling cardboard and paper; about half recycle containers. The programs vary considerably in
design, materials, and operation; reflect the heterogeneity of the commercial sector, the needs of the
specific sector, and the materials they generate. Only 8% subscribed to organics service.



Trash and recycling is not a high priority for many business owners, and as a consequence, trash service,
the service provider, contracts and invoices are not something they revisit -- or pay much attention to.
A quarter of the respondents reported that they did not know who their service provider was. Trash
haulers are the largest recycling service providers. Two thirds of the businesses reported that their trash
hauler also collected their recycling, but one quarter contract with a separate hauler for recycling, and
16% self-haul their recyclables.



Trash decisions tend to be made on-site by business owners; but about half the decisions are made offsite (headquarters, etc.) or are managed by property managers or others not directly affiliated with the
business. Businesses are not very familiar with contract terms, invoice components, or other details
affecting their rates. Many are unaware of the price differences between trash and recycling service,
how contracts are extended, or even the length of their existing contract. Manager support, or interest
by one or more employees (depending on firm size) are important to a successful commercial recycling
program, and businesses reported they are willing to pay slightly more for solid waste service to have
recycling.



In both the total bill analysis and the per cubic yard rate analysis, the rates charged to customers for
recycling service are less expensive than those charged for trash service5. The cubic yard analysis6 found
that, on average, recycling is 86% of the cost of solid waste per cubic yard of service without the state
and county taxes7. When the Solid Waste Management Tax and the County Environmental Charges are

5

The definitions for ‘recycling service’ and ‘trash service’ vary by customer and hauler. For the analysis the rates charged by
the hauler to the customer for ‘trash’ and ‘recycling’ services were analyzed although the services provided are not
necessarily the same across all businesses.
6
The total cost of trash which presumably includes collection, hauling, and processing / disposal
7
It could also be stated that, on average, trash service is around 1.2 times more expensive than recycling service without
the Solid Waste Management tax and County Environmental Charges (for counties that have them) included. For example,
if MSW service charges were $100, an equivalent level of recycling service would be $86.
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included the simple ratio calculations indicate that the rates charged to customers for ‘trash service’ are,
on average, about 1.8 times more expensive than recycling per cubic yard of service. However, this is
only the average and was not the case for all of the businesses interviewed. At its worst, recycling is
197% (or twice as much) as solid waste (does not include taxes), per cubic yard, and at its best, recycling
was ‘free’ (or paid a revenue). When the overall costs of recycling and solid waste were compared (not
cost per cubic yard) recycling is about half the cost of solid waste without the taxes and charges (or solid
waste it twice as expensive as recycling), when both the SWMT and the CEC (for customers in counties
with charges) is included, the average charges for recycling are around 40% of those for trash (otherwise
stated as solid waste charges are, on average, about 2.5 times more than recycling). The billing analysis
can be read in more detail in Section 4.3 of the report.


The analysis found that about 17% of the total average bill is due to hauler adders (fees, fuel surcharges,
and others) and 18% of the average bill is from the state and county taxes. Trash services are about 45%
of the bill for those that also contract for recycling and 63% if they only contract for trash.

Factors Holding Commercial Recycling Back

The factors and issues that are impeding commercial recycling in the region are presented in the following
groupings; non-contractual factors, contractual and billing related factors, and hauler related factors.
Non-contractual factors holding commercial recycling back


Not all generators have motivation to participate; they are focused on business responsibilities, and for
businesses where recycling services can increase their overall costs there is even less motivation. Some
business representatives are unaware their trash service provider can provide recycling service, and
there are limited regulations requiring recycling (or enforcing it). There can also be issues with space for
recycling in buildings, or in corrals that may be required to screen trash containers. Once haulers
initially sign a customer up for service, they rarely revisit the firm to see if the service needs have
changed, or if the customer might benefit from recycling. Other issues include lack of employee
motivation, increased labor, customer type and base, and material generation.



A large portion of businesses in the region do not have control over their trash and recycling services.
While a business owner or manager may wish to set up a recycling service, for nearly half the the survey
respondents the decision is not up to them. Decisions related to these services are made off-site and
may not reflect the actual desires of the business owners. The property managers are competing with
other potential business locations and want to offer the least expensive leases possible, thus will try to
reduce costs as much as they can. Corporate decisions may focus primarily on bottom-line costs and if
recycling is more expensive it may not be supported.



Property managers play a key role in setting up solid waste services and there are several issues that
may hinder their support of recycling. Some of the issues include a lack of connection between
generator and bills, mixed incentives for property managers to recycle as they try and keep costs as low
as possible to attract tenants, and of course space.

Contractual and invoicing factors holding recycling back
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The bottom line is that adding recycling to an existing trash-only service contract costs more money in
total unless the trash service levels can be reduced. The rate analysis demonstrated that recycling is less
expensive than trash service, markedly so once the MSW taxes are included, however the service is not
free and adding a new service, without reducing another, will increase the overall bill. This is most
notably an issue with the smaller generators. Given the high cost of getting a truck to the door to
provide services – no matter how much material is collected – the cost of recycling for a small business
is almost always high (per ton, per cubic yard, and per week), discouraging a business from contracting
for service.



Invoices are commonly unclear about what services provided for what price, and about the relative
costs of recycling and trash service, so business customers may not be motivated to examine additional
recycling if they cannot easily compare the costs of equal levels of service. The Solid Waste
Management tax (SWMT) and County Environmental Charges (CEC), although included in bills and
correctly assessed, are not clearly charged only on MSW and the connection between reduced service
costs and recycling is not clear on invoices.



Contracts have roll-over clauses that encourage a continuing relationship with a hauler. The average
time a business has had their current hauler was reported to be nearly 7 years, over twice as long as the
average contract length (36 months). These clauses can make going out to bid for lower service costs a
little more complicated (automatic rollover, advance and formal notice of discontinuation) and can
result in a contract price that is above the going market rate. The automatic renewal clause along with
several other contract clauses (ability to increase rates without notice, ability to add surcharges for fuel
and other inflationary items) are significantly advantageous to the hauler. The clauses are industry
practice not only in the SWMCB region but also nationally. Also, a number of generators do not have a
contract copy and some, even upon requests to their hauler, have not been provided a contract copy.



There are several clauses and invoicing practices that can specifically have a negative effect on recycling
expansion. Unclear price differentials between services discourage firms from revising their service
levels toward recycling. Exclusive rights to provide recycling service (or right of first refusal) may make it
difficult for firms to pursue cost-effective alternatives for recycling service. Clauses and services that are
rarely included, but have the opportunity to increase recycling or enhance customer service include: the
right to tag containers for collection (or non-collection), on-call service, and periodic right-sizing / audit
by hauler. We note others in the recommendations below.

Hauler Issues Holding Recycling back


The majority of haulers in the region (and elsewhere), especially the larger national and regional haulers,
actively ‘sell’ recycling to new commercial customers as a value added service. However, this tends to
only be true for the generators that can save money or keep costs even through recycling. If recycling
costs more overall for a generator (those who can’t reduce trash service, are in managed properties,
strip malls, etc.) it is less likely that a hauler can ‘sell’ recycling services. Haulers, like nearly all
businesses, are trying to win market share and do so through providing the best service for the lowest
cost.



Haulers reported that recycling service is, in general, less expensive for haulers to provide than trash
service and organics service is about the same cost or slightly more than trash service. Although
recycling service is less expensive, it does not always results in a cost neutral switch or cost savings for
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all generator types. Generator size, logistics, and material generation (volume and type) all play a role in
the costs of service.


Haulers are willing to, and most do, conduct a service assessment at the on-set of new service, including
right sizing trash containers and offering to set-up recycling. Once services have started most haulers do
not conduct periodic waste service assessments and due to costs incurred through changing service
levels they tend to prefer customers maintain existing service levels. Once a customer is acquired there
is little reason for hauler to ‘sell’ a service that does not increase their revenues (i.e. recycling collection
that saves a customer money or is a break-even).



Lack of motivation from generators for recycling services, a non-willingness to pay for recycling services,
issues with space for recycling, and no requirements for generators to recycle were issues holding back
recycling noted by the haulers.

1.4: Recommendations
Four topics are discussed in the recommendations below: 1) Tools and options used in the other jurisdictions
researched, 2) Resources that could assist the region increase commercial recycling and diversion, 3) Options
and policy levers available for SWMCB and its member jurisdictions to encourage commercial recycling and 4)
Recommendations on who should produce and distribute the resources.
Tools and Options used Elsewhere

A summary of the wide range of tools used in the researched jurisdictions is included in Figure 1.1 below. Some
of the tools and options used in the researched jurisdictions may already be in use or planned by the SWMCB
region or its members.
Figure 1.1: Options and Tools Used Elsewhere
Tool
Regional
collaboration
Hauler licensing and
reporting
Recycling requirements
for generators
Waste audits and
assessments
Advice on bidding and
contracting

Brief Description
Regional collaboration between multi-jurisdictional agencies, counties, and municipalities for
consistency in programs, laws, and outreach
As a condition of a license haulers must report tons diverted and disposed

Takes many forms including mandates to source separate, disposal bans, or a requirement to
have recycling service
Can be conducted by hauler, government, third party or combination. Waste assessments
include how to set up service and some include billing and contracting education
Communities have used web sites, mailers, lunch and learn type seminars, and waste audits to
help commercial generators better set up commercial contracts
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Tool
Taxes, fees,
surcharges
Rebates for service

Brief Description
Economic tools that try to make recycling less expensive compared to trash service, in some
cases similar to the SWMT and CECs, in others only charged on tipping fees
Includes on-going rebates for generators for diversion related collections or 'free' recycling
service (paid for by jurisdiction) for a set amount of time (3 months to 1 year)

Peer to Peer program

Community fostered program to encourage businesses to mentor or assist each other to start
recycling programs

Collateral material

Case studies, recycling 'how to guides' and other collateral to encourage and teach businesses
how to start programs, bid on services, encourage participation, etc.

Business recognition
Business recycling
hotline
Social marketing

Free or discounted bins

Start up grants
Small business
efforts
Food scraps
Franchises or districts

Single hauler
contracts

Program to recognize 'green' businesses publically
A dedicated number that businesses can call to answer questions about starting recycling
service
Using traditional marketing tools and sociological tools to encourage businesses to start
programs

Interior bins for free or wholesale prices
Small grants to businesses to pay for the cost of starting a new recycling or diversion program
Range of programs to make recycling 'free' or deeply discounted for small businesses
The next generation of commercial programs are focusing on food scraps
Setting franchise rates or districts for commercial haulers to operate in. Has been done at state
level and can be used to set rates for commercial generators that encourage recycling
Contracting with a single commercial hauler with rates that encourage recycling, embed
recycling, or other

The remainder of this chapter focuses on both resources that can assist generators increase diversion and
potential policy levers for SWMCB and its member counties to consider. The recommendations are drawn out of
the hauler, generator, and jurisdictional interviews conducted for this project and are included due to their
appropriateness for the region8 and their potential positive impacts on diversion.
Resources to Assist Generators Increase Diversion
The following resources and tools are recommended if the region’s goal is to increase commercial diversion…
7. Implement outreach ‘blitz’ focusing on bidding for solid waste contracts. Haulers in the region provide
a full range of diversion options at competitive prices. The region and counties should conduct a
8

Based on the hauler arrangements, regional authority, and background context and factors described in section 1.3 of the
report.
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coordinated campaign to teach generators, property managers, and companies how to go out to bid for
services. Businesses that go out to bid, even through an informal process, tend to get lower rates and
more services. The campaign may include easily accessible web documents, mass media messaging,
lunch and learn type meetings, case studies, a list of questions to ask their haulers when bidding or
negotiating rates, and FAQs on bidding for service. Encourage all businesses to at a minimum “call three
haulers and get your best recycling and trash service deal” and work with the larger generators to
conduct a more formal bid process. Generators should also be given information (using on-line,
workshops, peer to peer, or other delivery modes) on how to negotiate their rates. Some of the best
recycling examples from the in-depth interviews were savvy business owners/ managers who worked
closely with their haulers to negotiate rates and services that encourage diversion and kept costs low.
Also, encourage all businesses to read their contracts.
8. Mock-up Contract, Invoice, and Bidding Form. Develop easily accessible mock-up materials for
commercial generators. They should include a mock-up of a contract highlighting all of the clauses that
are of importance to the generators and what each clause means, a few invoice examples showing the
various fees and charges and how to read an invoice, and a short bidding form that generators could fill
out when calling haulers for bids or participating in a more formal process.
9. Prepare supporting products to facilitate and motivate businesses owners, managers, and employees
to start recycling programs. Lack of awareness, motivation, and knowledge continue to be barriers to
recycling in the region. The region should continue to the recent coordinated outreach campaign
targeting commercial generators. The region (or counties) should consider the following tools and
resources as part of this on-going campaign: publishing a list of service providers and contact
information (presumably on a well-publicized website); provide frequently asked question and answer
documents; case studies that illustrate the process and savings for others; county or regional dedicated
website focusing on commercial recycling with downloadable tools; a ‘recycling ambassador’ to
maximize peer to peer interactions; support pubic recognition for ‘green’ recyclers. Documents like the
walk-through self-audit tools and other documents listed in this report should be incorporated into the
current outreach campaign.
10. Resources to support and / or conduct waste audits and right-sizing of service. Waste audits have
proven to be effective tools to help businesses increase diversion and potentially save money. The
counties have several options. In generally decreasing order of effectiveness, they may: implement a
regional / county ‘ jurisdictional cooperative program offering audits for no cost to generators9;
consider a roster program listing firms and agencies that conduct this work; implement a grant program
for these services; develop a step by step one- or two-page checklist of the steps for conducting a selfaudit; or undertake other strategies.
11. If possible, provide a coordinated grant program for addressing small infrastructure-related barriers to
additional commercial recycling. Examples might be in-house containers for recycling, small grants to
cover start-up costs, money to pay for waste assessments, or assistance in helping managers motivate

9

Joint funding between a region and covered counties has been used successfully in a number of the researched
jurisdictions. Additional examples of successful programs can be seen in San Francisco, Seattle, and elsewhere and include
an publically funded program operated by a third party contractor to keep the waste assessments ‘neutral’ and not selling
for a certain service provider.
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employees to participate.10 The program can be part of the existing county grant programs or a standalone regional program specific to commercial recycling.
12. Address the problem of pricing / invoicing barriers for the small commercial businesses directly. Allow
centrally-placed (recycling) dumpsters shared by multiple area businesses with costs paid by the
businesses or paid by the County / City; allow and encourage small businesses (especially ones with one
cubic yard once weekly service) to have access to the community’s residential curbside recycling service
for no fee or a fixed, relatively low flat rate; or have Cities / Counties arrange Cooperative collections of
targeted materials from small businesses (e.g. small businesses in a neighborhood set out cardboard at
10am Tuesdays).
Potential Policy Levers that Can be Used by SWMCB and Its Members
The following policy levers are recommended if the region’s goal is to increase commercial diversion…
13. Increased commercial tonnage tracking / reporting by haulers. Measuring and tracking of recycling in
the commercial sector is sporadic. Things that are measured tend to improve, and implementing even a
basic tracking system (for example, requiring hauler reporting to communities as part of licensing) could
help provide a baseline and encourage progress.
14. Implement policies that cause periodic waste audits and right-sizing of service. The region or counties
should consider requiring haulers to offer waste audit and right-sizing services upon request11
(specifying at least every other year, every third year, or other) or require haulers to periodically put
reminders of the service options on commercial bills.
15. Require haulers to note on bills or other means at least once a year that recycling service is available
and identify the materials that can be recycled and/or composted. Some businesses did not know that
the trash haulers provided recycling service, or didn’t know which materials could be recycled in the
service. Supplemental advertisement of the fact through the Counties, MNTaP, WasteWise, Chambers
of Commerce, newsletters, or other means will also help identify recycling as a credible, rewarding
business strategy.
16. Require clarity / transparency in commercial bills. The elements of service provision should be clearly
presented on every bill – size of dumpsters, number of dumpsters, and frequency of service for each
waste stream. If all haulers were able to list a standard per unit price for the different materials (i.e $xx
per 1 cubic yard collected X times a week for materials A, B, and C) it would allow generators to compare
prices for materials and between hauling companies.
17. Require clarity of the incentives in taxes – or the combined prices for the different service streams -on all bills. Require clear labeling of the various fees, and presentation of the taxes and environmental
charges in a way that makes it clear the impact is lower costs for recycling and composting.
10

Larger firms have a better opportunity to right-size sufficiently to save money and self-fund such investments with bill
savings.
11
Haulers could have a fairly ready audience for waste audits. They might realize a reduction in revenues, but the return in
customer loyalty could be a strong business advantage. Some jurisdictions that have implemented this program require
haulers to offer the service at ‘no cost’ (these are typically organized collection situations) while other do not specify a cost,
they just require that haulers offer it, typically for a fee.
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18. Require haulers to provide a copy of their contract to all new customers. A number of businesses
reported that they did not have a copy of their contract and a few reported that their hauler did not
provide it to them even upon request. The counties could require all haulers to provide a copy of their
waste service agreement to each of their new customers. The agreement should include the service
levels and collection frequency, the rates, and information on ways to avoid paying the SWMT and CEC
through recycling.
19. Cooperate with haulers to encourage ‘selling’ recycling. Most haulers do a good job selling recycling
service initially, but once a customer is acquired they tend not to try and up-sell customers on additional
services, especially if the additional services do not equate in additional revenues. The Region should
cooperate with haulers servicing the region to encourage them to continually ‘sell’ recycling services and
consider possible incentives, recognition, or cooperative assistance for haulers that are able to ‘sell’
more recycling services to their existing customers.
20. Target property managers as a way to increase commercial recycling: Some of the tactics used to
address this issue include mandates for service provision placed on property managers, ‘embedding’
recycling rates in trash rates (either through ordinances, laws, or contracts) so everyone has at least
some service, and disposal bans. Other options include the use of incentives (county or city will subsidize
or pay for service for a period of time and these are described in the report), city sponsored recycling
collection, and some communities work with different property managers to set up ‘cooperative type’
service where they can potentially get better rates. Finally, there are a few communities around North
America with Business Improvement District type organizations (not necessarily only property
managers) where the organization and property managers come together to go out to bid and contract
for joint services for a certain centralized area.
21. Continue or enhance the existing policies (and charges / fees / taxes) that provide incentives for
recycling. One of the principle drivers for recycling is the chance to save money (or not pay much
more). The cost analysis in this report shows that the existing trash fees / taxes in place at the state
level and some counties helps enhance the price incentive for recycling compared to trash. Such fees
can also provide a source of funding for programs. The fees should be continued with additional
information to generators on how to reduce their tax burden from the fees through recycling. The
SWMCB and its member counties may also wish to re-examine the ‘industrial’ waste exception in the
taxes to ensure that generators and haulers are not mis-categorizing MSW to secure a discounted rate.

Although single hauler contracts and mandatory recycling are not the primary focus of the SWMCB at this time,
a few potential options that would significantly change the landscape of the commercial recycling sector are
included below:
22. If significant progress is desired, consider two important steps that will improve the signals on
invoices – and improve the cost-effectiveness of recycling programs being offered by haulers: 1) move
beyond “opportunity” to recycle model12 to mandates and embedded recycling costs in that commercial

12

This is terminology is used in the state of Oregon and some other west coast areas to define an approach to recycling and
diversion in which the region designs programs and systems that give every generator the opportunity to recycle that is
easy, convenient, and inexpensive. Under the opportunity model there is no requirement to recycle, only an equal
opportunity.
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sector, and 2) work on food waste infrastructure (processing sitting, etc.) to open up another large
commercial stream diverted.
23. Improve the overall climate for commercial recycling through other supporting programs, policies,
incentives, or mandates. A number of suggestions are provided below.
a. The most effective policy – which would remove the major invoice-related obstacle to recycling
– would require recycling costs to be embedded in the trash bill. The requirement may be
structured as: 1) requirements for all businesses or all businesses with service above threshold
amounts (e.g., above 10 CY per week or employment thresholds, phasing down to smaller
generators over time); and 2) requirements specifying the amount of recycling that must be
provided as part of the bill (to mitigate hauler issues and cost risk). The minimum is requiring
that all businesses are entitled to at least 96 gallons of single stream service included in their
trash rates, additional amounts cost more; other communities require that recycling service
sizes of 50%, 100% or, in some communities, 150% of the trash service size is made available as
part of the trash bill payment.13
b. Establish and enforce a disposal ban on cardboard or other commonly diverted and high value
commodities, which would force haulers to offer the service, and businesses to use it. The
program could start with cardboard and over time, move to additional materials.
c. Require certain business types to recycle certain materials – but enforce the rules. For example,
one State requires establishments serving food and drink to recycle all beverage containers or
their liquor license is revoked, leading to very strong compliance.
24. Communities / counties should consider taking more authority in the commercial sector. Some
communities have established franchises / districts, and performance standards. Commercial recycling
goals could be set for haulers, with penalties for non-attainment. Penalties / rewards that have been
assessed elsewhere include discounted tip or franchise fees for firms meeting goals.
Resource Production and Distribution

A mix of resource developers and deliverers is needed to reach the commercial generators in the region. Based
on the results of the generator interviews, focus groups, and hauler interviews, the following outlets are
recommended for resource development and outreach delivery (displayed in decreasing order):


County and local government: The counties and/or local government are one of the most trusted
sources for credible information on trash-related topics of this type. They were cited as the best
organization to develop the information, the best to provide assistance and one of the best to distribute
the information. Others organizations that should be involved in outreach and distribution include
MNTaP and Waste Wise. The MN Pollution Control Agency was not commonly mentioned by name
(either for or against). However, some generators were hesitant to trust anything the government puts
out and think that private industry (either haulers, their peers, or business associations) is the best
source of information and resources.

13

The recycling service cost is recovered as part of the bill for trash service. This program should be attractive to haulers
because the regulation forces expansion of recycling in the commercial sector, and assures recovery of the costs of the
program.
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Haulers: Haulers play a mixed role in developing and sharing resources. While the haulers are perceived
as the most knowledgeable about solid waste and recycling options, many of the generators believe that
they will offer a message that is skewed toward increasing their hauling business14. Thus, while the
haulers should definitely be involved in the development of any programs or resources and, if possible,
should be recruited as program partners, the outreach should come from a third party without an
economic interest in the trash and recycling services.



Peer-to-peer: If businesses can be recruited to assist in the message delivery they can be an extremely
impactful voice. They are viewed as a trusted source of information and have empathy for what other
businesses are going through (costs, budgets, logistics, etc.).



Business associations: Although business associations, including chambers of commerce, are currently
not viewed as a resource for solid waste and recycling by generators, they are trusted and should be
considered as future partners.



Property management companies: Property managers and property management companies play a key
role in choosing solid waste and recycling services for businesses. Businesses operating in managed
locations look to these firms for answers. Thus, if possible, property management companies should be
involved in the resource development and delivery.



SWMCB: The SWMCB was not a well recognized entity among the interviewed generators and while the
region should be involved in message coordination and program oversight local governments are the
preferred resource distributor.

14

Haulers were the most popular response for both of the following questions: Who would be the best source to develop
and distribute information? And Who would NOT be the best source to develop and distribute information?
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SECTION 2: JURISDICTIONAL REVIEW
2.1: Introduction
The goals of Task 1 of the Commercial Billing and Rates study were to



Understand the options for encouraging commercial recycling through billing and commercial generator
/ hauler contracts used elsewhere
Provide information on potential options and ‘levers’ for the SWMCB region15

In order to complete this research SERA conducted detailed interviews with city, county, and regional staff
responsible for commercial diversion strategies in six comparable jurisdictions. The jurisdictions were chosen
based on their hauler and jurisdictional organization, their existing and planned programs, and data availability.
We targeted regional entities responsible for coordinating programs among several jurisdictions and
jurisdictions with above average diversion rates. The jurisdictions researched are described briefly in Figure 2.1
below.
Figure 2.1: Researched Jurisdictions
City

Why Chosen

Boulder, CO

City has an open hauler subscription
system similar to most of SWMCB.
There is little control over
commercial haulers or generators.
Mid-sized city in a dense urban
area, similar to some of the cities in
and around the Twin Cities metro
area.
th
Large county that includes the 17
largest City in the US (Charlotte).
County has limited control and
there is an open hauler
arrangement for commercial
collections.
Metro is a regional government
with a core function of overseeing
solid waste / recycling services and
programs in a three county area
encompassing the Portland
metropolitan area.

Cambridge,
MA

Mecklenburg
County, NC

Metro
Region, OR

Population
98,900

105,000

919,600

2,226,000

Brief Description
The City uses a ‘trash tax’, organics rebates, and
partnerships with the County to run waste
assessments to reach significant levels of
commercial diversion.
Although there are state and local laws requiring
source separation, the City relies on incentive,
outreach, partnership, and education based
approaches to the commercial sector.
The County works closely with the municipalities
in the region to run a wide array of commercial
diversion programs and strategies. They have
examined billing, rates, barriers, and other
issues that SWMCB are interested in.
The region has achieved high diversion rates
overall and runs a partnership program with the
covered municipalities to conduct detailed
waste assessments and education.

15

Although some of the researched jurisdictions utilize single hauler contracts, organized collection, and / or mandatory
programs to address the commercial sector, these program aspects were not the primary focus of the research.
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City

Why Chosen

Metro
Vancouver,
BC

A regional government with
prescribed powers overseeing 22
municipalities, including the City of
Vancouver, BC.

Tompkins
County, NY

County government with the
authority to require municipalities
in the County to adopt certain
requirements.

Population

Brief Description

2,360,000

Metro has implemented and plans to implement
a number of unique and progressive strategies,
including many that have not been adopted or
generally considered in the US.

101,700

Similar to Cambridge, in that although there are
state source separation requirements the
County has focused on education, outreach, and
incentives to encourage commercial diversion.

Along with collecting information on how the regional and local governments operate and their level of
authority over other jurisdictions and haulers, the interviews focused on identifying programs with potential for
SWMCB, examining what works in the commercial sector, and discussed rate incentives, funding, and other
issues. The following section summarizes the overall findings. It is worth noting that all of the leading
jurisdictions are planning, considering, or implementing organics programs in the commercial sector, however,
the focus of the report is primarily on trash and recycling options. The details for each of the researched
jurisdictions are included in the Appendix.

2.2: Summary of Findings


To get to the highest levels of commercial diversion mechanisms beyond increasing the opportunity to
recycle and providing education may be required: Staff interviewed at the various jurisdictions agreed
that incentives (taxes, fees, surcharges) and education efforts coupled ensuring that every generator
that wants to recycle has the ‘opportunity’ to do so, can get a region ‘pretty good’ commercial diversion
rates, perhaps in the 30 - 40% range. However, they also felt that for a region to get to the highest tier
of commercial diversion the opportunity model must be combined with requirements and mandates to
take action.



Although the level of authority varies, collaboration is key: The level of authority that the regional
entities have over the municipalities in their region varies. Some of the jurisdictions are able to impel
municipalities to adopt certain regulations while others are closer to the SWMCB and recommend
actions or help conduct education. Despite the differences, all of the jurisdictions reported that they
work hand in hand with their municipalities to adopt regulations that are consistent region wide,
collaborate on funding, and work together on outreach related programs with aim toward regional
consistency.



The level of authority over commercial haulers is generally low: The majority of jurisdictions
interviewed apply limited, if any, authority over the commercial haulers operating in their region or
community. The authority is generally limited to licensing with little to no other restrictions. There are
some exception including requirements to report tonnages (Boulder, CO), prohibition on commingling
recyclables and solid waste (New York state), and franchising and rate setting authority statewide in
Oregon.



High rates of commercial recycling participation are possible: The average percentage of businesses
with a recycling program, regardless of how well used the program is, was reported to be 69% among
the researched jurisdictions. Only one community, Boulder, CO, reported that less than 50% of the
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businesses were thought to be recycling. Two of the jurisdictions (Metro, OR and Tompkins County, NY)
reported that commercial participation in recycling was estimated to be near 90%.


Measurements and tracking of commercial diversion is sporadic and should be addressed: Despite the
high estimations of businesses with recycling programs, the data on commercial tons collected, diverted,
and disposed is limited. Tracking of commercial waste, though more difficult than residential, is possible
as demonstrated in Boulder, CO and Metro Vancouver, BC. Hauler reporting requirements and facility
reporting (with material source) are both tools capable of gathering the data necessary to track progress
in the commercial sector. This is preferable to a diversion only tracking (as demonstrated in
Mecklenburg, NC) which can track changes in disposal but does not provide the data necessary to know
what happened to the tons that are not ending up in the landfill. It is worth noting that Metro, OR
includes a source reduction credit (similar to SWMCB/ MPCA) and that the researched jurisdictions that
reported a recycling rate all include yard waste tons in their measurement reporting.



Generator Requirements are common among the researched communities: While requirements on
haulers were rather uncommon, five of the six jurisdictions had adopted some type of recycling
requirements on the generator (this includes state level requirements or mandates). The most common
requirements included source separation of designated recyclables and disposal bans of designated
materials. The level of enforcement varied from barley any to strict enforcement. When enforced, the
enforcement occurs through either a dedicated FTE (s), monitoring what the haulers tip at the landfill or
transfer station, or a combination of the two.



Waste audits / assessments are effective tools for increasing diversion: Almost all of the researched
jurisdictions (Metro Vancouver, BC excluded) reported that waste assessments / audits were one of the
most important tools available to increasing commercial diversion. The audits are often conducted as a
partnership between the region and the municipalities in the region and in some cases included advice
on how to go out to bid and contracting. All of the waste audits help generators set-up programs, right
size their trash containers, and aim at helping generators reduce MSW collection frequency while adding
recycling collection (hopefully at a breakeven point or a cost savings).



Taxes, fees, or surcharges to encourage diversion are common but do not necessarily result in
recycling collection that is always cheaper than trash: Boulder, Metro, BC, and Metro, OR, have all
adopted surcharges, taxes, or fees with the aim of making recycling and organics diversion economically
attractive. Both OR and BC Metro Regions have adopted significant surcharges on MSW tipping fees and
Boulder has adopted a voter supported ‘trash tax’ levied per cubic yard of MSW collection. While these
efforts have helped to make recycling cheaper than trash, the tip fee or surcharge portion of the
generator bill is only a small part of the total cost included (perhaps 10-20%, depending on hauler).
Thus, recycling may be somewhat cheaper than trash, but if a generator cannot reduce the frequency or
amount of MSW collection adding recycling service will increase the overall costs for the generator.



The researched jurisdictions have implemented a number of commercial programs beyond waste
audits / assessments that may be suitable for SWMCB: The range of potential programs adopted
elsewhere includes:
o

Rebates for recycling service: Generators who commit to signing up for recycling service with a
commercial hauler are provided rebates from the jurisdiction to help offset the costs of service
(Boulder it is 3 months, other communities offer 1 full year of rebates if they sign up for 36
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months of service). One community also offers a rebate for organics service based on the
number of cubic yards of service; the rebate goes as long as the generator has service.



o

Recycling Ambassador Program: A peer based program with business recognition, a network of
businesses with recycling to act as mentors and lunch and learn events.

o

Commercial Recycling Hotline: A dedicated phone line to help commercial generators start
programs, contract for services, and ask questions.

o

Case studies: General and business specific case studies demonstrating the possible savings that
a business can get through recycling and diversion.

o

On-line tools: There are a host of on-line tools available in the researched jurisdictions including
handbooks, self waste assessment guides, informational sheets, signs, and others.

o

Social Marketing: The use of community based social marketing to encourage targeted
behaviors is common in the researched jurisdiction. This also includes the use of social media
tools such as interactive website, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, and others.

o

Discounted, rebated, or free internal bins: To help businesses overcome the initial cost of
starting recycling service some jurisdictions offer a program to rebate, discount, or provide free
bins to generators.

o

Free Drop-Off Program: Mecklenburg County, NC operates a free drop-off program for
businesses. If three businesses agree to share service and the drop-off can be placed in a
location that is accessible to the public, not just the businesses, than the County will set up the
drop-off and handle the collections for no cost to the generator. There are 140 such drop-offs in
the County.

o

Partnerships with haulers and non-profits: Several of the jurisdictions, namely Boulder, CO and
Cambridge, MA, have taken considerable efforts to work closely with other entities in the
jurisdiction to encourage and support diversion activities. They have done this through
collaboration on facilities, grants, and marketing.

o

Disposal bans: Although not a focus of the research, bans and prohibitions on the disposal of
designated materials have been used effectively in some of the jurisdictions.

o

Mandatory source separation and mandatory recycling: Several of the jurisdictions have
adopted requirements for commercial generators to source separate materials and / or to
contract for recycling service.

Programs that reduce recycling costs for the ‘small’ generators are effective at increasing participation
and reducing cost impacts: All of the jurisdictions reported that in general, the largest generators can
recycle without increasing their overall solid waste costs and in some cases the large generators can
save money through recycling. Small generators who are unable to reduce their MSW collection
frequency or container size will generally see an increase in overall costs when they start recycling. To
reduce this barrier Tompkins County NY allows small generators to get up to 300 gallons of recycling
collected under the residential trash contract for ‘no cost’ and Mecklenburg County will set up a ‘free’
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recycling drop-off and collection for small generators. Of course, the programs are not cost free but in
both cases there is no out of pocket fees for the generator.


Jurisdictions tend to stay away from issues related to contracting and billing: With the exception of
Metro, OR in which most of the municipalities use a franchise arrangement for commercial haulers
(which allows the municipalities to take control over the rates), none of the researched jurisdictions
asserted any authority over commercial billing or contracts. At the most, the jurisdiction provides
information to generators on how to go out to bid, what to ask haulers when signing up for service, and
lists of who provides what services in the region. As mentioned above, jurisdictions are using
surcharges, taxes, and fees to try and influence the rates generators pays for trash and recycling.
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SECTION 3: COMMERCIAL GENERATOR SURVEY
3.1: Introduction
The main goal of Task 2 of the Commercial Billing and Rates Study was to identify the most significant contract
and invoices issues that pose barriers to additional diversion using feedback from a sample of businesses in the
region. The following section contains the summary results of the web-based survey combined with the detailed
interview data (Section 4 reviews the detailed interview data in more depth and Section 6 includes the Focus
Group data and analysis).
Methodology and Fielding

SERA purchased a random sample of 5,001 business contacts in SWMCB region from InfoUSA. The sample was
weighted to include a higher percentage of larger businesses (10 or more employees) than the actual
distribution in the region16 and included all of the businesses in the region (817) with more than 250 employees.
Each business was sent a survey announcement directing them to complete the survey on a dedicated website.
A toll-free number was included in the announcement for businesses that preferred to answer the survey with a
‘live’ researcher. A total of 197 surveys were started with a full completion rate of 84.3%, resulting in 166
completed surveys. The total completed (166) includes the data collected from the 50 detailed in-depth
interviews. The surveys were collected between December 2012 and March 2013. Figure 3.1 displays the
geographic distribution of the respondents.
Figure 3.1: Geographic Distribution of Survey Responses (Total 166 completes)

16

The smallest businesses (1 to 4 employees) make up the largest category of individual businesses, however, the group
includes at home businesses, businesses that likely do not have individual trash services (contracts and invoices) and
businesses that collectively, may not make as much waste as the larger businesses in the region.
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3.2: Summary of Findings

17



A small number of haulers provide the majority of the commercial services in the region. The majority
of respondents (65%) reported that they contracted with one of four different haulers for their services.



Trash and recycling is not a high priority for many business owners. Trash and recycling services were
reported to be only small portion of the overall business budgets (0 – 2%) and most of respondents
tended to disagree with the statement that managing their solid waste service contracts take
considerable effort t. A quarter of the respondents reported that they did not know who their service
providers was.



Most businesses have at least some sort of recycling program. Three quarters of the businesses
reported that they had a recycling program. However, nearly half of the respondents classified their
recycling program as “ok”. There is still a large potential to increase the capture and efficiency of the
existing recycling programs and significant diversion could be achieved of the existing programs were
maximized.



Trash haulers are also the largest recycling service providers. Two thirds of the businesses reported
that their trash hauler also collected their recycling. However, over a quarter of the businesses (27%)
contract with a separate hauler for recycling and 16% self haul their recyclable.



Fibers are the most common recyclables followed by other high value, high volume materials. The
majority of businesses (82% and 78% respectively) reported that they recycle cardboard and office
paper. Over half of the businesses reported that they recycle mixed containers and bottled and other
paper.



Trash decisions tend to be made on-site by business owners; however there is a large portion of the
businesses that have little control over their services. About half of the businesses say they make the
trash service decisions on-site and 58% reported they contract directly with a hauler. However, 28% of
the businesses reported that they do not make decisions locally and nearly two fifths of the businesses
do not have control over their trash contracts (they are included in leases, property managers take care
of it, or it is a corporate decision)



Businesses tend to stay with the same hauler for beyond a single contract term. The average time
businesses reported they had their trash hauler was 6.7 years and the average time they had their
current recycling hauler was reported to be 6 years.



Businesses are not familiar with many of the contract and invoice details that affect their rates. While
the businesses reported they were overall somewhat familiar with their direct trash and recycling
charges, 36% said they were unfamiliar with the SWMT and 31% were unfamiliar with the CEC17.
Additionally the majority of respondents were unaware of the price differences between trash and
recycling service, how contracts are extended, or even the length of their existing contract.



Increasing business’s awareness with recycling options is needed. The largest barrier to recycling was
reported to be that they were unaware of different recycling options available. Other barriers included

Only includes respondents in counties with CECs.
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space for containers, the fact that the landlord or property manager makes the decision, and the cost of
service.


If managers and employees support a recycling program it can be successful. The respondents felt that
some of the most important keys to a successful recycling program were managerial and employee
support, awareness of what, how, and why to recycle, and changing attitudes toward recycling.



Businesses reported that they are willing to pay slightly more for their overall solid waste services if
they included adequate recycling as well. However, these data do not reconcile with other data in
which the respondents said cost is one of the major barriers.

Figures 3.2 and 3.3 below display the suggestions from the businesses on ways to help them improve their
contracting and what efforts they would like to see from their haulers to help increase diversion.
Figure 3.2: Suggested Efforts to help Improve Solid Waste Contracting
Category
Waste audit type services (13%) 

Other (12%)

More education (11%)
List service providers (9%)
List services available (9%)
Work with property manager (8%)
Side by side comparison (7%)
List rates (6%)
Increase recycling materials accepted
(4%)
Information on contracting (4%)
Help getting out of contracts (4%)
Incentives and rates (4%)

Cooperative service options /
assistance (3%) 

Description
Includes the range of services that are typically included in waste audits such as
helping to right size containers, set up new recycling programs , assistance in
placing containers and signs, and answering technical questions
A wide range of responses ranging from a ‘Better Business Bureau’ type rating
for haulers and help recycling windshields to adding small businesses to
residential routes and changing the overall culture of waste
Education for employees, owners, signs an stickers, an education about what
and how to recycle as well as the benefits of recycling
Comprehensive list of all the trash, recycling, and organics service providers
operating in the area
Comprehensive list of all the different solid waste and diversion services that a
business can get
Assistance working with the property manger to help the individual business
get a recycling program
A tool to allow business to compare Hauler A to Hauler B in a side by side
comparison of rates and services
Comprehensive list of the rates for different services offered
Allowing a broader range of recyclables in the stream
Assistance for businesses on how to go out to bid, what is included in typical
contracts, and what to ask when contracting
These respondents reported that they needed assistance getting out of
contracts, in some cases due to auto-renewals
Actions that would incentivize recycling or keep recycling more price
competitive, one respondent suggested a ‘combo’ price for businesses that
sign up for more than one service
An options for businesses located near each other to work together and share
services.
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Figure 3.3: Suggested Hauler Actions and Efforts
Category
Increased education (22%)

Discounts, incentives, or rates
that favor recycling (18%)
Make it easier / convenience
(14%)
Inside containers (10%)
Help right size (8%)

Single stream (7%)
Accept more materials (6%)
Work with property managers
(4%)
Provide information on services
(3%)
Feedback on diversion (3%)

Offer more services (3%)
Other (3%)

Description
The most common response was more education from the haulers. This included
signs and instructions for employees, advice on what is recyclable and how to do it,
help in staff training, and information on why it is important to recycle.
The second most popular response was for the haulers to set rates for customers
that encourage recycling. The responses included rebates for service, incentives for
recycling, shared revenues, larger rate differentials.
Programs to make recycling ‘easier’ or more ‘convenient’ for generators was
another common suggestion. However, there was not a lot of insight provided by
the respondents into how haulers should do this.
Assistance for generators in obtaining and setting up internal recycling containers.
Work with the generators to ensure that both their trash and recycling containers
are the correct sizes, that they do not overflow on a regular basis and that the sizes
and frequencies are optimally designed for the lowest rates.
A number of respondents reported that switching to single stream recycling would
benefit their programs.
Accepting a wider range of recyclables in the stream.
Haulers should work with the property managers, not necessarily the individual
businesses, to set up programs that are convenient and cost effective.
Let their customers know all the different services options they can offer.
Provide feedback to customers on the impacts and results of their recycling efforts,
how many pounds they are recycling, what the GHG impacts are, what are the
other benefits of recycling.
Haulers should offer more service options or having the same hauler offer
recycling, MSW, and organics services would be helpful.
Includes comments that did not fit elsewhere such as an option to include
businesses on residential recycling routes or have a special box for CFLs.

3.3: Survey Results
The survey results are discussed in the remainder of this section. The full survey responses, including all of the
open-ended responses, can be seen in the Appendix.
Business Demographics
Overall, the distribution of respondents closely mirrors the distribution of businesses in the SWMCB reported by
the US Census Bureau. Over half of the businesses (56%) only had one location and around one-third of the
businesses reported that they had between 20 and 99 full time employees. Figure 3.4 displays the demographics
of the surveyed businesses.
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Figure 3.4: Business Location and Size
Anoka
Which County(s) are you located?
(n=187)
US ECONOMIC CENSUS (% of Total)
Which county(s) do you conduct
primary business activities? (n=184)

Number of Business locations (n=192)
Number of Full Time Employees (n=183)

Carver

Dakota

Hennepin

Ramsey

Washington

10.2%
11%

3.7%
4%

9.1%
14%

50.3%
47%

17.7%
17%

9.1%
8%

16.9%
One
Only
55.7%
1 to 4
12.5%

7.6%
2 or more
in Region
18.8%
5 to 9
15.9%

15.8%
2 or more
in MN
8.3%
10 to 19
17.5%

60.3%
2 or more
in US
6.8%
20-99
30.6%

26.1%
2 or more
International
10.4%
100-500
9.8%

19.0%

over 500
13.7%

All of the respondents were asked to share their job titles for the survey to help identify who is normally
involved with solid waste concerns and to help ensure that the surveyor were talking to the ‘right’ person. The
vast majority of respondents reported that they were the manager, followed by owner, then director and
administrator. The full list of responses can be read in the appendix. The distribution of self-reported business
types is displayed in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Distribution of Business Type
Business Classification
Other Services (except
Public Administration)
Health Care and Social
Assistance

% of
respondents
18.9%
15.6%

Manufacturing

12.9%

Retail Trade
Educational Services /
School / University
Finance and Insurance

10.6%
7.3%
6.2%

Business Classification
Construction
Public Administration /
Government
Accommodation
&Food Services
Professional, Scientific,
and Technical Services
Arts, Entertainment,
and Recreation
Utilities

% of
respondents

Business
Classification

% of
respondents

5.0%

Wholesale Trade

1.7%

4.5%

1.7%

3.9%

Information
Real Estate &
Rentals
Transportation &
Warehousing

3.4%
1.7%

Mining & Extraction
Total Responses

0.6%
179

4.5%

1.1%
0.6%

Trash and Recycling Systems
Service Providers: While the majority of businesses (73%) did know who their service provider was, 27% of the
respondents reported that they did not know who picked up their trash or recycling, (less than 2% reported they
self- hauled or had no service). Of those that knew who hauled their trash, 65% of all the surveyed businesses
used one of four national chains as their hauler, 11% used one of the regional haulers and the remaining 24% of
respondents contracted with one of the local companies serving the region.
System Overview: The majority of respondents (61%) have a trash dumpster located on their property and 8%
each used carts or compactors located on their property. Sharing containers for trash (either dumpsters,
compactors or carts) was not very common with only 17% of the businesses reporting they did so. Similarly, the
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majority (82%) of businesses said they did not share recycling containers. Nearly all of the generators (88%)
reported that the recycling containers (if they had any) were either right next to, or very near their trash
containers.
Recycling Service: Three quarters (75%) of the businesses reported that they did have a recycling program of
some sort (includes self haul and contracted). Two-thirds (67%) of the respondents reported that they used the
same company to haul both their recycling and trash, 27% reported using a separate recycling hauler, and 16%
said a company employee delivered the recycling to a drop-off or some other location. Figure 3.6 displays who
hauls the businesses recycling and organics.
Figure 3.6: Who Hauls Recycling and Organics
80.0%
70.0%

66.9%

60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%

26.9%
16.2%

20.0%
10.0%

3.8%

4.6%

1.5%

2.3%

4.6%

9.2%
0.8%

2.3%

1.5%

0.0%

The strength and effectiveness of the recycling programs varied. When asked to characterize their programs,
nearly half (44%) reported that their recycling program was ‘OK but well used’ and 8% reported that they had a
robust program that was not well used. The results indicate that although 75% of businesses have recycling, it
does not necessarily mean that the programs are capturing as much as they could. The open ended responses
indicated that recycling was often limited to one type of material such as cardboard, or included only a small
portion of what they generate (i.e. recycling aluminum cans in the lunch room). The responses are displayed
graphically in Figure 3.7 below.
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Figure 3.7: Recycling Program Characterization
50.0%
45.0%
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%

44.8%

29.9%

13.4%
8.2%
1.5%

1.5%

"Ok"
Robust
Fairly
"Ok"
Have a Zero Don't know
recycling recycling
minimal
recycling
Waste
program program recycling program program
that is well that is well program that is not
used
used
that is well well used
used

0.7%

0.0%

Robust
Fairly
recycling
minimal
program recycling
that is not program
well used that is not
well used

Materials Generated
The materials that are generated the most tend to be the materials that are recycled the most. An analysis of
the weighted response averages shows that four major material categories make up the vast majority of the
materials generated by businesses. These include office / white paper (49%), cardboard, (40%), other paper
(24%), and containers and bottles (22%). The majority of businesses reported that they were recycling cardboard
(81.6% of businesses), office / white paper (78%), mixed containers and bottles (63%) and other paper (62%).
The exception to this is with electronics waste. While e-waste only makes up a small portion of the generated
materials around one-third of all businesses reported that they recycle it regularly. Only 12% of businesses
reported they are diverting post-consumer food scraps and less than 10% reported they are diverting preconsumer food scraps. Figure 3.8 displays the distribution of responses.
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Figure 3.8: Materials Generated and Percentage of Businesses Recycling Certain Materials
% Generated

% Recycling material

90.0%
80.0%
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Decision Making and Contracting

Decision Making
Nearly half of the businesses reported that the trash and recycling decisions are made on-site by the business
owner or manager. However, a combined 28% reported that the trash and recycling decisions were made
elsewhere and were not in their control (14% property owner, 11% property management company, 4%
corporate decision made elsewhere). Additionally, another 13% reported that it was a corporate decision. The
distribution of who makes the trash and recycling decisions is displayed in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Solid Waste Services Decision Making
60.0%
49.1%

50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%

13.7%

10.7%

12.9%

10.0%

3.5%

0.0%

2.7%

0.0%
On-site
decision by
owner /
manager

Property
owner of
building

Property
Corporate
management decisioncompany made locally

Corporate
decisionmade
elsewhere

Waste
brokerage
company

Not sure

Contracting
The majority of businesses (58%) reported that they contract directly with the hauler for trash services, thus
they do have some control over their rates and services. However, more than one-third of the businesses do not
have much control over their contracts as they either have their trash services included in their leases (17%),
their property manager takes care of it (9%), or the corporate offices take care of it (12%). The results of the
survey regarding recycling services were similar with the exception that 16% of the respondents reported that
they did not contract for recycling services and another 3% reporting that they self-haul their recyclables. The
distribution of responses can be seen in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Trash and Recycling Service Arrangements
Trash Service

Recycling Service

70.0%
58.1%

60.0%

48.5%

50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%

15.3%

11.7%9.8%

16.8%
14.1%

0.6%

8.9%
5.5%

0.6%0.6%

3.1%
0.0%

0.0%
No program

Contract
Corporate
Service is
directly with headquarters included in
the hauler contracts for
the lease
services
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Length of Service
Commercial generators reported that, on average, they have had the same trash hauler for nearly 7 years and
the same recycling hauler for an average of 6 years. Although the majority of respondents did not have organics
service, for those that did the average number of years they have had the same hauler is 4.7. Combined, overtwo-fifths of the respondents (44%) have had the same trash hauler for more than 5 years. Figure 3.11 displays
the average number of years respondents have had the same hauler and the response categories.
Figure 3.11: Number of Years with the Same Service Provider

Service
Trash service
Recycling service
Organics service

Weighted
Average

1 year

6.7
6.0
4.7

3.0%
5.6%
2.0%

2 to 3
years

4 to 5
years

13.9%
12.5%
4.1%

13.3%
14.4%
1.4%

5 or more
years

Much longer
than 5 years

17.0%
12.5%
2.0%

Not sure

26.7%
19.4%
2.0%

N/A

21.8%
17.5%
11.5%

4.2%
18.1%
77.0%

Customer Hauler Interactions
Over one-third of the respondents reported that other than to pay invoices, they have never had contact with
their haulers. On the other side, 44% of the respondents said that they had had contacted their hauler in the last
6 months. The distribution of responses is displayed in Figure 3.12.
Figure 3.12: Frequency of Hauler Contact (for reasons other than to pay invoices)
Service

This Month

Trash service

16.8%

In the last 6 months

In the last year

27.7%

Over one year ago

10.6%

9.3%

Never
36.6%

The main reasons businesses are contacting their hauler were reported to be:









Changing Services (21%): The most common reason was to change the size of containers, the frequency
of collection, or other service related adjustments.
To report issues (29%): About one-fifth of the contracts were to report problems or issues with their
services, this included odors, missed pick-ups, illegal dumping, and broken containers.
Special Collections (16%): Includes on-call services for overflow trash, special events and holidays, and
other non-regularly scheduled services.
Recycling Services (15%): These include businesses that were inquiring about setting up recycling
services, asking about what materials are recyclables, requests for educational collateral, and recycling
guidelines.
Billing and contracting concerns or issues (15%): These included businesses that did not understand
what the SWMT was, businesses that wanted clarification on confusing bills and invoices, businesses
asking for their contracts or trying to get out of their contracts, and those concerned about rate
increases or trying to reduce their overall costs.
Service offerings (5%): A small portion of the calls were customers inquiring about service offerings and
options (not including recycling or changing trash container size and frequency).
Other (8%): The last category includes such items as asking for donations to a fundraising event or
dumpster cleaning that did not fit into any of the other categories.
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Choosing a New Service Provider
Respondents ranked a number of various service provider options on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is ‘not at all
important’ and 5 is ‘very important’. The weighted averages demonstrate that the most important consideration
is the price of trash service (4.4) followed closely by the price of recycling service (4.3). The least important
consideration was the length of the contract (3.8). The ranked importance of each of the conditions is displayed
in Figure 3.13.
Figure 3.13: Importance of Various Contract Conditions
Condition

Price of
trash
service

Price of
recycling
service

Range of
trash
service
options

Score

4.4

4.3

4.0

Range of
recycling
service
options
4.1

Customer
service

Company
reputation

Length
of
contract

4.2

4.0

3.8

Ability to
change
service
level

Easy to
understand
bills

4.0

4.0

Billing and Contract Details

Budgets and Invoices
When asked to report on their solid waste services budget (including diversion) 31% of the respondents
reported that it was less than 1% of their overall budget and another 19% reported it was between 1 and 2% of
their overall budget. The most common answer, however, was ‘not sure’ (43%). The responses are displayed in
Figure 3.14 below.
Figure 3.14: Percentage of Annual Operating Budget Spent on Solid Waste Services
Response
0 -1%
1 - 2%
3 - 5%
6 - 10%
11 - 20 %
More than 20%
Not sure

Percentage of Respondents
30.6%
18.5%
4.6%
1.7%
0.6%
0.6%
43.4%

The percentage of respondents who reported that they saw their bill regularly was 42%, conversely, 42%
reported that they never saw their bills. Another 5% reported that they sometimes saw their bills and 9.2%
reported the rarely saw their bills. The respondents who did see their bills were next asked a series of scaled
questions (scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is ‘not at all familiar’ and 5 is ‘very familiar’) regarding their familiarity with
the invoices and charges. Only 31% of the respondents reported that they were very familiar with what was
included in their invoices overall and one-fifth of the reported that they were somewhat or very unfamiliar with
what was included their invoice. The survey next drilled down into the potential charges included on solid waste
and recycling invoices. Not surprisingly the charges rate payers were most familiar with were their trash and
recycling charges. The charges that rate payers were least familiar with were reported to be the MN Solid Waste
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Management Tax (36% were unfamiliar with this) and the County Environmental Charges (31% unfamiliar)18.
Additionally, respondents were asked whether or not they knew what charges on their invoice were exempt
from the MN SWMT, and if applicable, the county environmental charges. The vast majority of respondents
(89%) reported that they did not know what was exempt from the taxes and charges, only 11% reported that
they did.
Figure 3.15 displays the distribution of responses as well as the weighted average for each category.
Figure 3.15: Respondent’s Level of Familiarity with Various Charges
Weighted
Avg.
Trash charges
Recycling charges
Cart / Container rentals
/ fees
Fuel surcharges
Late payment fees
County Environmental
Charges (Hennepin,
Washington, Ramsey
County respondents
only)
Overflow charges
MN Solid Waste
Management Tax
(SWMT)
Overall familiarity with
what is included on
invoices

3.9
3.8
3.6

Very
familiar
(5)
39.0%
31.4%
9.8%

3.5
3.2
3.2

Somewhat
familiar (4)

Neutral
(3)

Very
unfamiliar
(1)
11.4%
11.4%
12.7%

19

33.3%
28.6%
5.9%

7.6%
8.6%
4.9%

Somewhat
unfamiliar
(2)
2.9%
2.9%
2.9%

N /A

24.8%
18.6%
19.8%

25.7%
15.7%
29.6%

10.9%
11.8%
13.6%

1.0%
6.9%
8.6%

12.9%
22.5%
22.8%

24.8%
24.5%
8.7%

3.0
3.0

23.8%
22.1%

16.8%
20.2%

9.9%
14.4%

5.0%
6.7%

20.8%
28.8%

23.8%
7.7%

3.7

30.8%

41.4%

7.7%

8.7%

11.6%

0.0%

5.7%
17.1%
63.7%

Contract Details
The business respondents who reported that they had seen their trash invoices were asked a battery of
questions regarding their knowledge of the solid waste service agreements. The majority of respondents were
not aware of the price differences in recycling and trash service (64%), how contracts are extended or renewed
(61%), or the length of their service agreement (63%). About half of the respondent did not know whether or
not they could change their container size or collection frequency or how to stop their service. The responses
are displayed graphically in Figure 3.16 below. (More detailed information on the contract terms, billing rates,
and costs are included in the Detailed Interview Section of the report)

18
19

Does not include respondents from Anoka, Carver, or Dakota Counties
N/A responses were not included in the weighted average score calculations.
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Figure 3.16: Awareness on Contract Clauses (Yes or No)
Yes
The price difference between recycling and trash
collection

36%

Whether or not you can change the container size and
collection frequency of your trash service
The provisions for extending your contract (auto
renewal, contract extensions, etc.)

The term (length) of your solid waste contract

64%
53%

39%

How to stop or cancel your current trash service

No

61%

49%
37%

47%

51%
63%

Attitudes, Awareness, Barriers, and Outreach

Barriers
The four most common barriers to recycling were that generators were unaware of recycling options (14%), they
do not have space for containers (11%), their landlords or property managers does not offer (10%), and that the
service costs too much (10%). It is worth noting that over half of the respondents reported that hey recycle
regularly and that there are no barriers. Some of the common ‘other’ responses include issues with enclosures
and codes, the time it takes to train staff, the labor it takes to recycle, and issues with unique materials, odors,
and structural barriers. The full responses to the ‘other’ category can be read in the appendix. The distribution
of responses can be seen in Figure 3.17.
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Figure 3.17: Barriers to Recycling
35.4%
It won't make any difference if I do or don't

0.0%
0.0%
Customers will not participate
0.7%
0.7%
It is not a local decision, our regional or… 1.4%
2.0%
Causes unpleasant smells
2.7%
2.7%
It is difficult/hassle
4.1%
4.8%
I don't have enough recycling to warrant it
6.1%
6.8%
Not sure who to contact to get services
6.8%
7.5%
Workers/tenants won’t do it
7.5%
8.2%
Recycling service costs too much
9.5%
9.5%
No space for containers
10.9%
13.6%
We recycle regularly- no barriers
0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

52.4%
30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

The respondents were asked to provide their opinion on why they believed some businesses could successfully
recycle large portions of their waste while others could not. The responses fell into one of several major
categories:


Management support: The most common response was that if management, owners, or business
leadership is willing to push recycling then the business will be able to recycle. These respondents felt
that a top down approach is what can drive program success.



Employees support: On the other side of the equation were respondents who felt that for a recycling
program to be successful a bottom up approach works best. These respondents felt that an employee
driven approach helps ensure success.



Materials: These respondents felt that the materials that a business generates can help make the
recycling program successful. This includes both the type of materials generated (for example paper,
cardboard, or scrap metal) and the amount (large generators can recycle easier than small generators).



Cost: A number of the respondents reported that some businesses are a) willing to pay more for
recycling or b) have materials or systems that make recycling cheaper for them than other businesses.



Attitude and Awareness: Another common response was that the attitudes of the employees and
ownership as well as the awareness of how to recycle, the benefits of recycling, and the what to recycle
help to make a business recycling program successful.
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Space and logistics: The final common category is logistics and space. These respondents reported that
some business have more space for containers than others and that how a business operates and its
overall logistics can help make its recycling program successful.

Figure 3.18 displays a word cloud of the most common words used in the open ended responses, the larger the
word, the more often it was used in the response.
Figure 3.18: Keys to Recycling Program Success (Word Cloud)

Attitudes
In general, respondents reported that they tend to disagree with the statement that lowest cost trash collection
is the most important consideration (2.3 weighted average on 1 to 5 scale where 1 is strongly disagree and 5 is
strongly agree) and tend to agree with the statement that they are willing to pay more to include recycling
services (3.4 weighted average). The responses were evenly divided on whether or not they had control over
their bills and services (3.1 score on Bills, 3.0 score on Services). However, it is worth noting that this means
about half of the respondents felt that they did not have control over their solid waste bills or services. Finally,
the respondents tended to disagree with the statement that managing their solid waste contracts takes
considerable effort (2.5 weighted average) and were evenly split on whether or not they spend time thinking
about their solid waste services (half said they did, half said they did not). The distribution of responses can be
seen in Figure 3.19 below.
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Figure 3.19: Business Attitudes
Strongly
agree (5)

Somewhat
agree (4)

Neither
agree or
disagree
(3)

Somewhat
disagree
(2)

Strongly
disagree
(1)

Response
Count (1)

Lowest cost trash collection is the most important
consideration, recycling options do not really matter
We are willing to pay more money to include
adequate recycling services
We have no control or very limited control over our
trash and recycling BILLS
We have no control or very limited control over our
trash and recycling SERVICES
Managing our solid waste service contracts takes
considerable effort
We spend very little time thinking about our solid
waste and recycling services

Weighted
Average

Statement

2.3

5.7%

13.3%

17.7%

31.0%

32.3%

158

3.4

14.6%

34.8%

29.7%

14.6%

6.3%

158

3.1

21.5%

22.2%

18.4%

15.8%

22.2%

158

3.0

19.4%

21.3%

18.1%

17.5%

23.8%

160

2.5

4.5%

10.8%

40.1%

22.9%

21.7%

157

2.9

10.2%

24.2%

20.4%

31.2%

14.0%

157

Education and Outreach
The last section of the survey asked a series of questions regarding outreach materials and outreach delivery
mechanisms. The preferred message deliverer for both contract / invoice questions and to help businesses
understand their solid waste charges was reported to be the haulers. Almost a quarter of the respondents
reported that County Government (24%) was the best source for distributing information. The Chamber of
Commerce and business associations do not appear to be good candidates for sharing information with
businesses. Figure 3.20 displays the distribution of responses.
Figure 3.20: Preferred Sources of Information

Response
Look on-line
Contact City or County
solid waste staff
Contact my hauler
Contact property
management company
Contact property owner
Contact our companies
headquarters /
corporate office
Contact our trash
service broker
Contact a business
association
Contact the Chamber of
Commerce
Ask another business
owner or friend
Not sure

Who do you contact if you
have questions on your
contract or invoice
12.7%
7.0%
61.4%
9.5%
8.9%

Response
Trash and recycling haulers

Best source to generate or distribute
information to help businesses
understand their solid waste charges
59.0%

Non-profit organizations
Chamber of commerce

16.0%

Business association
Property managers

16.0%

5.1%

3.8%

15.4%
15.4%

City government
7.6%

County government

23.7%

0.0%

Other

7.1%

0.0%
1.3%
9.5%
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In addition, respondents were asked whether or not they had ever talked to other businesses about trash and
recycling related issues. Most businesses (73%) reported that they had not while 27% reported that they had
spoken to their peers about trash and recycling issues. When asked to report what they talked about, the
common responses included: costs, recycling service options, pricing and costs comparisons, and asking about
hauler recommendations. Finally, respondents were asked what type of information would be most beneficial to
assist businesses in choosing solid waste services. Their responses fell into several main categories ranging from
not needing any information to complete list of services. Quite a few respondents said they didn’t make the
decisions for services, the landlord or corporate make those. Others said a listing of companies with all the
services they offer and pricing would be the most helpful. Many would like a standardized bill or material that
quickly and simply explains the billing details since they don’t “want to spend (and cannot afford to spend) too
much time thinking about solid waste services”. There was interest in how to handle particular materials and
what happens to the collected material as well. There were also a couple of unique responses such as, “I would
like to see a recycling marketing cooperative established among businesses to leverage volumes and get better
prices to generate revenue from the sale of recyclables”.
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SECTION 4: DETAILED INTERVIEWS
Section four of the report covers the detailed Interviews subtask.
Section 3 of the report painted a picture of the commercial solid waste
and recycling programs in the region and highlights many of the issues,
barriers, suggestions for improving commercial diversion. This section
goes into detail on commercial billing and invoices as well as the issues
related to commercial contracting.
Example of pallet re-use and recycling
program

Methodology and Fielding

The SERA team used the same weighted random sample of 5,001 businesses in the SWMCB to identify potential
businesses for in-depth on site and phone interviews. The interviews occurred between January 2, 2013 and
March 1, 2013. A total of 50 in-depth interviews were conducted with businesses in the Region. Figure 4.1
displays the distribution of businesses by county and the percentage of businesses in each employment size
category. Figure 4.2 displays the locations of the interviewed businesses on a map of the region and Figure 4.3
displays the self-reported business classifications.
Figure 4.1: Distribution of In-Depth Interviews by County (n=50)
Anoka
Percentage of in-depth interviews
Number of Full Time Employees

10.4%
1 to 4
14%

Carver
2.1%
5 to 9
10%

Dakota
12.5%
10 to 19
12%

Hennepin
56.3%
20-99
30%

Ramsey
12.5%
100-500
14%

Washington
6.3%
Over 500
20%

Figure 4.2: Business Location of In-Depth Interviewees
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of Business Type from In Depth Interviews
22.2%

Accommodation &Food
Services

11.1%

Arts, Entertainment, and
Recreation

2.2%

20.0%

Finance and Insurance

6.7%

Wholesale Trade

2.2%

Health Care and Social
Assistance

13.3%

6.7%

Real Estate & Rentals

0.0%

Retail Trade

13.3%

Construction
Educational Services / School
/ University

Manufacturing
Other Services (except
Public Administration)

2.2%

4.1: Summary of Findings


Recycling programs are common, but vary considerably in design and operation. Most firms have
recycling programs (nearly 90% of firms for which detailed interviews were conducted and invoices were
reviewed), which are largely targeted at employees, rather than customers or guests. The programs
vary in terms of the materials collected, where the responsibility falls (employees, janitorial staff, etc.),
service providers and collection, and other design /operational characteristics. These variations reflect
the heterogeneity of the commercial sector, and the needs of the specific sector and the materials they
generate. Only 8% subscribed to organics service.



Invoices for Solid Waste Service are far from transparent. A review of invoices finds most firms pay for
recycling service (77%), but fewer than 10% have organics collection. However, only 7% of the invoices
reviewed provided clear indications of the specific services being paid for (number and size of
dumpsters, and frequency of collection). These gaps (90% lack frequency, half lack quantity
information) complicate service review, and could make it more difficult for businesses to compare costs
with other businesses or suppliers. Only half the customers have verified service level to bills, an activity
that is made more difficult when bills are unclear.



Direct trash service charges are less than half or two-thirds of the average bill; the various surcharges,
fees, adders, and taxes in place affect the signals provided to commercial customers. On average,
hauler adders (administrative fees, fuel surcharges, environmental and other fees), represent 17% of the
solid waste bill; county and governmental fees / taxes (which are assessed only on trash) are 18% of the
average bill reviewed. Trash services are 45% of the bill for those businesses that also contract for
recycling, and 63% if they only contract for trash. Without the trash taxes, the simple calculation of cost
per cubic yard for trash is $29, recycling $25, and organics $51. The trash tax improves the simple ratio
of costs between trash and recycling, as the average cost per cubic yard for trash increases to $40.
These computations are significantly affected by the size of firm (because the collection cost is spread
over more cubic yards). For example for those businesses with more 4 cubic yards of recycling service or
more, the cost per cubic yard for recycling is only $8. However, some of these incentives are not clear to
businesses because of the obscurity of the bills. the



Adding recycling service usually increases the total bill, but taxes help make recycling service more
attractive. On average, the taxes change the average relative cost per cubic yard for recycling from 80%
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of the trash rate to an average of 58% of the rate. However, again, size matters in these computations,
with large firms able to change service levels to achieve recycling at no additional bill cost. Presumably,
right-sizing of containers could also help mitigate the increase in other cases.


Contract clauses are fairly standard; most are geared toward continuation of service without
disruption. Contracts with most service providers have automatic rollover clauses, opportunities for
rate increases (some with, and some without notice), and complicated or unclear cancellation policies.
These policies are designed by haulers to protect their investment in acquiring customers (marketing,
container purchase, billing set up, routing changes, etc.) and try to retain the customer, by making
continuation the easy route. About 10% of the contracts reviewed20 have more favorable treatment for
their customers -- avoiding automatic rollover, clearly illustrated price differentials between trash and
recycling and clarity that the taxes are on trash only, written notice of rate increases, and easier
cancellation policies. Three quarters of businesses say they have no current problems with their
contracts; thirty percent say they have had trouble cancelling, and a fifth say they have missed rollover
opportunities unintentionally in the past.



Several of the contracting and invoicing practices have the potential to have negative impacts on
recycling. As mentioned, a number of the clauses have the effect of making it easiest to continue with
the current service provider. These clauses can make
going out to bid for lower service costs a little more
complicated. However, there are several clauses and
invoicing practices that can negatively affect recycling
expansion. Unclear price differentials between services
discourage firms from revising their service levels toward
recycling. Exclusive rights to provide recycling service (or
right of first refusal) may make it difficult for firms to
pursue cost-effective alternatives for recycling service.
Clauses and services that are rarely included, but have the
opportunity to increase recycling or enhance customer
service include: the right to tag containers for collection,
on-call service, and periodic right-sizing / audit by hauler.
One fifth said their hauler has volunteered to audit / rightsize the customer’s account, leading to a reduction in bill.

20

Example of over-subscribed commercial
generator



Businesses have tended to keep their same haulers for six or seven years, and bid out infrequently.
About two-thirds of businesses said they have bid out in the last several years, but the process they
undertake is usually making a few informal calls to solicit bids. A number of larger firms use formal
procedures every 3-5 years. The three top criteria for picking a successor include cost, responsive
service, and existing relationship, with influence also from having a firm be “local”, having friendly sales
staff, among other criteria.



Several potential outputs from this project would have value to businesses. Respondents particularly
valued service provider lists (22%), frequently asked questions (21%), and case studies (19%).

concentrated in a few providers, including local non-profits
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4.2: Recycling Practices
Recycling Services Basics
The majority of the in-depth interviewees had recycling programs at their businesses (88%). Figure 4.4 briefly
describes what the recycling program looks like including who the program is for and who consolidates the
recyclable for collection.
Figure 4.4: In Depth Recycling Program Basics

Who is your recycling program for?

Yes
87.9%
Employees
100% Yes

No
12.1% No
Customers
11.9% Yes

Who gathers recycling?

Employees
82.3%

Janitor Service
21.6%

Do you have a recycling program?

Guests
26.2% Yes
Other (Combination Employee, Recycling
Service, Volunteers ..)

7.3%

Recycling Program Variations: One of the interesting portions of the in-depth interviews was observing the wide
range of recycling programs businesses had implemented. Each business generates slightly (or vastly) different
materials and each has developed a program that works for them. A few examples of the variety of programs
are included in the quotes from the interviews below:


Staff (bartenders, waiters, and kitchen) are responsible for the recycling system, they recycle
containers cleared from tables and they compost pre and post consumer food scraps. I (the owner)
keep the oil / grease and run my vehicle on it.



Staff bring back materials from job sites to the office for recycling and disposal. The recyclables are
placed in a 20 yard scrap metal roll-off. The Company then gets paid for the recyclables they collectin some months the recycling revenue is enough to totally offset the costs of trash service. The
receptionist also collects OCC and other more conventional recyclables and bring them in her own car
to the county drop-off facility (about once a week).



Have dual stream recycling containers (two 96 gallon carts) located in the manufacturing warehouse
(the company does design / build of displays and booths for trade shows)- one is for fiber, one for
containers. The construction staff sometimes uses them but not always. I (the office manager) will put
materials from the office side (offices and break room) into the recycle bins and sometimes do some
sorting in the warehouse. We also recycle pallets (send back with shipments) and do some wood
recycling, but it is limited and there is opportunity for more.



Our sales people call on dry cleaners, and they back haul plastic dry cleaning bags back to our
warehouse where we have them picked up for recycling.



Every store has an internal recycling champion that oversees our recycling programs.
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Our main business is making touch screens for appliances (refrigerators, stoves, microwaves). The
employees are trained to recycle specialty plastics that are generated during the manufacturing
process. They put the plastics (PVCs and others) into Gaylords and on top of pallets. When they get
about 15 or 20 of them filled up we call a specialty recycling company to come and collect. At the
busiest times it was every 1.5 weeks or so, now it is more like every 5 - 6 weeks that they get full. They
receive revenues from the sale of the plastics.



We are a design build firm for custom cabinets. We have a rolloff on site for wood waste and construction debris that the
hauler collects and throws away. We self haul conventional
recyclables to the County drop-off site. We have tried to set up
a recycling program for wood waste but the costs and not
enough materials generated have prevented the program from
being implemented.



There is some recycling (though not much generated) of paper
and cardboard from the office and lunch room that I
(administrative assistant) collect and bring to a drop-off. We
have an on-call service for the 'slag', a metal remnant of the
manufacturing process, that we get paid for recycling.



We are a book binding manufacturer and we recycle LOTS of
paper. We have a baler and system on-site that collects the
excess paper from the manufacturing process and bales it.
When we have enough bales we call the recycling company to
In-kitchen recycling system
come and collect the bales in a semi-load, we can fill up to two
semi loads per month. We get major revenues from the sale of the coded book stock that we recycle.
It is pretty much industry standard practice to recycle.



My husband owns the apartment complex next door, so we bring the recyclables over to the recycling
container at the apartment complex when we want to empty them (or we bring the recycling cart
over to their office and fill it up). Mainly recycling paper and the materials that staff bring in for lunch
and snacks, also use secure document shredding for sensitive items.



The facility has 237 residents, 8 housekeepers, and 14 kitchens, there is recycling facility wide, The
housekeepers collect recycling during rounds, staff does recycling in the offices, food prep staff has
small kitchen containers and slim jims for organics in all of the kitchens (there are small 'break room'
style kitchens as well as larger hotel style kitchens). The facility has janitorial staff that brings
recycling out to the dumpsters



Have a recycling box for cans and employees take them home to recycle; each desk has paper bins
(old recycling 13 – gal bins) with no labels because everyone knows what goes into them, each empty
their own as needed.



We have food waste collection containers for employees throughout our facility. A hog farmer picks
up our food waste.
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Recyclables are placed in washing machine boxes and back-hauled to our corporate headquarters in
Ramsey County.

4.3: Invoice and Billing Analysis
One of the primary goals of the in-depth interviews was to gain a greater understanding of the solid waste and
recycling invoices and bills paid by commercial generators in the Region. Prior to conducting the the in-depth
interviews each of the business owners or managers was asked to have a copy of their invoice and contract
available for review with the researcher. Whenever possible, the researcher left the interview with a copy of
both documents. All of the businesses were told that their invoice, contract, and hauler data would only be used
in aggregate and individual data would not be shared. A total of 39 of the 50 businesses were able to provide the
research team with detailed billing information (including rates, containers, sizes, and hauler information) and
30 were able to provide copies of their invoices. Of the 39 businesses that provided detailed invoice and billing
information, 77% paid for recycling collection (an additional 5% reported that they self-hauled recyclables to
another location), and 8% had an organics collection program.
Invoice Content

Although there is some variation in the recycling invoices a number of elements are similar. A review of invoices
found that:


Number of containers: Over half of the invoices, 56%, did not include information on the number of
containers. They did include information such as “Basic Service……..Quantity 1………$111.56” but the
‘quantity’ listed did not coincide with the quantity of containers supplied or hauled.



Container size: Two-thirds of the invoices did not contain information on the size of the container. The
invoices might include that the commercial generator has ‘recycling service’ or ‘solid waste service’ and
a rate for that service but nothing beyond that.



Frequency of collection: The vast majority of invoices, 93%, do not include a clearly defined frequency of
collection. Some of the invoices did include hauler specific codes but the codes are virtually meaningless
to a commercial generator.



All three pieces: Likewise, only 7% of the invoices contained all three pieces of information (number,
size, and frequency) to allow a customer to determine a cost per cubic yard rate or make easy
comparisons between service providers.



Solid Waste Management Tax: Nearly of of the invoices, 94%, have a line item for the Solid Waste
Management Tax. However, only 19% of the invoices listed the amount of the tax and only one of the
invoices made it obvious to the rate payer that the SWMT21 was only charged on the trash portion of the

21

The state solid waste management tax was implemented in 1997 and imposes a sales tax on waste hauling customers
that is collected by haulers. Commercial and institutional customers are charged a 17% sales tax on their solid waste
services. Hauler billing for recycling services, including source separated organics, is exempt from the State tax and county
charges.
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bill. In fact, some invoices (such as the one excerpted in Figure 4.6) can confuse the customer and make
it appear as if the SWMT (and the County Environmental Charge22) is charged on the recycling portion of
the invoice.


County Environmental Charge: Nearly all of the invoices (96%) of generators located in one of the three
counties with Environmental Charges include the charge as a line item. However, only 4% list what
percentage the charge is (8% of the invoices listed a combined charge with the SWMT) and similar to the
SWMT, only one of the invoices made it obvious that Solid Waste is exempt from the charge.



Added Fees: The majority of invoices, 86%, included fees beyond the direct service charges and the
taxes. The range of additional fees noted on the reviewed invoices include:
o Administrative fee
o Environmental fee
o Non-tax fee
o Fuel Surcharge – Taxable
o Fuel Surcharge - Non Taxable
o Fuel/Environmental/Recovery Fee - Taxed
o Fuel/Environmental/Recovery Fee – Non-taxed
o Commodity Adjustment
o Rental Trash
o Rental Recycling
o Container Service Fee
o Recyclable Material Offset
o Extra Yardage fee
o Single Sort Processing Fee

Figure 4.5 below demonstrates some of the invoice elements relating to the SWMT and CEC that could be
confusing to generators, The invoice does not list the percentage of the tax, does not list what it assessed on,
and it does not clearly indicate (and it could be argued makes it difficult to read) that the taxes are only charged
on Solid Waste services and not recycling services.

22

Three of the six counties in the SWMCB region impose their own hauler-collected service charges on MSW, Hennepin,
Ramsey, and Washington counties. 1) Hennepin County: The County imposes a solid waste management fee of 14.5% on
commercial generators. The county also imposes a fee of $2.00 per cubic yard of MSW accepted and disposed at a facility
for mixed MSW (landfills). 2) Ramsey County: The County imposes a solid waste management charge on the sales price of
MSW solid waste services; the commercial charge rate is 53%. 3) Washington County: Similar to Ramsey County,
Washington County imposes a charge on all MSW generators. One rate of 37.5% is assessed to both residential and nonresidential generators.
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Figure 4.5: Excerpt from Commercial Solid Waste Invoice

Billing Analysis

Data from 39 of the in-depth interviews was used to analyze the costs of commercial solid waste, recycling, and
organics service service. It is important to note that comparing individual businesses costs is a difficult
proposition. The costs of commercial service obviously vary greatly based on the size and number of containers
and of course, the frequency of collection. However, the location of the business, the access to the business, the
materials generated, the individual businesses ability to negotiate, the length of the service agreement, how
long the generator has contacted with the hauler, and many other factors also play a large role in the final rate
paid by an individual business. It is also important to note the limits of the analysis. While the data indicate that
recycling is cheaper than solid waste, this does not mean it will always save a generator money to start a
recycling program. There will generally be savings if the generator can reduce their frequency or size of solid
waste service, but starting a new collection (i.e. recycling) will add a cost to the generator if they cannot reduce
their level of trash service. Additionally, the analysis looked at invoices of businesses with recycling and / or
trash collection and compared the costs, we did not look at the costs of starting a new collection for businesses.
Overall Bill Comparisons
The first set of bill comparisons examined what portion of the total bill paid by commercial generators went to
what.
Solid Waste: On average less than half of the total bill went to pay for direct solid waste charges (does not
include taxes, fees, or recycling charges). For businesses with recycling programs, 45% of their overall bill went
to direct solid waste service charges and for those without recycling, 63% of the bill paid for direct solid waste
charges. Figure 4.6 displays the average, median, maximum, and minimum percentages.
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Figure 4.6: Percentage of Invoice that is Direct Solid Waste Charges

Average
Max
Min

% MSW
All
49%
78%
15%

% MSW
If Recycling
45%
78%
15%

% MSW
If no recycling
63%
76%
54%

Recycling: Among businesses that have recycling and solid waste collection an average of 18% of the total
invoice is related to direct recycling charges (does not include fees).The maximum amount observed was 44%
and there were several businesses whose recycling services were 0% of their total solid waste charges23. Among
the 8% of businesses with organics service the service was an average of 25% of their overall bill. Figure 4.7
displays the results of the analysis.
Figure 4.7: Percentage of Invoice that is Direct Recycling, Composting, and Diversion Charges
Average
Max
Min

% Recycling
18%
44%
0%

% Organics
25%
37%
6%

% Diversion (recycling and organics)
21%
72%
0%

Fees and taxes: On average, 17% of the commercial invoices were due to hauler ‘fees’ or adders. The most
common fees were Administrative fees, Environmental fees, and Fuel surcharges. Another 18% of the invoice,
on average, was due to taxes (state and local). Among businesses with recycling the portion of the invoice that
was a result of the taxes was 17% compared to 21% of businesses without recycling services. Combined, over
one-third of the generators bills are the results of state and local taxes and hauler ‘fees’. The comparisons are
shown in Figure 4.8 below.
Figure 4.8: Percentage of Invoices that are due to Taxes and Fees

Average
Max
Min

% Fees
17%
43%
0%

% Taxes
18%
38%
0%

% Taxes (businesses
with recycling)
17%
38%
0%

% Tax (businesses
without recycling)
21%
24%
11%

% Fee and
Taxes
35%
52%
5%

Cost per Cubic Yard
The invoice data was combined with the interview responses and the on-site visits to determine a cost per cubic
yard of solid waste and recycling services charged to customers. The average charge per cubic yard of solid
waste service, without the state and county taxes, was $29 per month, the average charge per cubic yard of
solid waste with the taxes included was $4024. The average charge for recycling service was cheaper than trash,
with or without the taxes included. On average, recycling charges were $25 per cubic yard. Not surprisingly, if
23

Two of the businesses reported that they received revenues for their recycling and did not have to pay anything for the
service and one business reported that they were able to get on a residential collection route and did not have a bill for
recycling.
24
Customers with compactors were not included in the analysis cost per cubic yard analysis.
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only the large generators were examined (generators with recycling containers that are larger than 4 cubic
yards) the charge for recycling is significantly lower at around $8 per cubic yard. Finally, the charge for organics
collection was also examined. Although the data set was much smaller (only 8% of the businesses had organics
collection) at $51 per cubic yard the average charge per cubic yard of service was much higher than recycling
and even higher than the charge for solid waste service with the taxes included. Figure 4.9 displays the averages,
medians, and range of data available.
Figure 4.9: Calculated Charges for Solid Waste, Recycling, and Organics per Cubic Yard of Service

Average
Max
Min

Solid Waste
Cost per Cubic
Yard
$ 29
$ 56
$ 9

Cost per Cubic Yard
with Tax and CEC
$ 40
$ 115
$ 14

Recycling
Cost per Cubic
Yard
$ 25
$ 60
$ 5

Cost per cubic yard 4
or more
$ 8
$ 14
$ 5

Organics
Cost per Cubic
Yard
$ 51
$ 75
$ 13

Service Cost Comparisons
The costs for recycling and solid waste services charged to customers per cubic yard were compared. On
average, hauler charges for recycling are about 86% of those for solid waste per cubic yard of service without
the state and county taxes25. If MSW is If the SWMT and CEC are included recycling is, on average, 58% of the
cost of solid waste (also stated as solid waste charges are around 1.7 to 1.8 times more expensive than recycling
per cubic yard of service). However, this is only the average and was not the case for all of the businesses
interviewed. At its worst, recycling is 197% (or twice as much) as solid waste (does not include taxes), per cubic
yard. At its best, recycling was ‘free’ (or paid revenues to the generator). The distribution of responses is shown
in Figure 4.10 below.
Figure 4.10: Difference in the Cost of Service per Cubic Yard

Average
Max
Min

Avg. Recycling rate compared to
Avg. MSW rate (no taxes)
86%
197%
--%

Avg. Recycling rate compared to
Avg. MSW rate (with all taxes)
58%
157%
--%

When the overall costs charged to customers for recycling and solid waste were compared (not cost per cubic
yard) recycling is, on average, about half the cost of solid waste without the taxes (or solid waste it twice as
expensive as recycling). When either the SWMT or the CEC (for customers in counties with charges) is included,
recycling is, on average, 42% of the price of solid waste services. If both the CEC and SWMT are included, the
charges for recycling are, on average, 39% of those of solid waste (otherwise stated as solid waste charges are
on average about 2.5 times more expensive than recycling). The cost comparisons are displayed in Figure 4.11
below.

25

For example, if MSW service was $100, recycling would be $86 for a comparable level of service.
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Figure 4.11: Recycling and Solid Waste Cost Comparisons

Average
Max
Min

Cost of Recycling
v. MSW
52%
148%
14%

Cost of Recycling v. MSW +
SWMT
42%
133%
1%

Cost of Recycling v. MSW +
CEC
42%
135%
9%

Cost Recycling v. MSW
and all taxes
39%
123%
8%

4.4: Contract Analysis
All 50 of the businesses in the in-depth interviews were asked a battery of questions to learn more about what is
included in their contracts, whenever possible; copies of solid waste contracts were supplied to the interview
team. A total of 30 contracts were reviewed. A number of generators reported that they either did not have a
contract (which may or may not be correct) or that they could not find a copy of their contract.
Contract Review
While there is a significant amount of commonalities between the contracts reviewed, a very small portion
(about 10%) of the contracts gave the customers increased control over their services and to encourage
recycling. Some of the elements of contracts that most favored generators include:





No automatic rollover or automatic rollovers with a month to month or otherwise limited term after the
initial term
Clear price differentials between trash and recycling service options and showing that the SWMT and
Fees are only on trash
Written notification of rate increases
Clauses to allow the customer to cancel their service if the service provider is not meeting their needs

Of course, from a haulers perspective it is easy to understand why they would prefer to have clauses such as
automatic renewals, rate increases, and cancellation policies. The hauler must invest significant time and effort
into securing a customer and the cost of service is only a portion of the total cost of customer acquisition and
service. The hauler must pay their sales force a commission, must purchase and deliver dumpsters or other
containers, must set up billing options, and must do customer routing for each new customer. Also, a cancelled
customer requires the hauler to pull the dumpster and change their routing, as well as lose revenue. Figure 4.12
below covers the common contractual clauses, whether or not it is common in the region, some of the
variations observed n the contracts, what impact the clause may have on generators and haulers, and whether
or not the haulers tend to ‘enforce’ the contract clause.
Figure 4.12: Common Contract Elements
Element

Terms

Description
The length of
the contract
is clearly laid
out with a
start date
and length,

Common?

Variations

High

The most common length is 36
months. Options observed
included month to month, one
year, 2 years, and 5 years.
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Impact
Haulers prefer a longer term to
reduce some of the start up costs
(sales for commission, delivering
containers, setting up billing,
etc.). The length does not have a
large negative impact on

Enforced

Yes,
strictly

SWMCB Commercial Billing and Rates Study

Element

Auto
renewal

Description
typically in
months.
The contract
will
automatically
renew,
typically for
the length of
the original
contract,
unless the
customer
gives
notification
during a
specific time
period.

Cancellin
g or
stopping

Nearly all
contracts
have a clause
notifying
customers of
how and
when they
can cancel
their contract

Rate
increases

A statement
on why rates
may increase
and whether
or not they
will give
notice to the
customer for
rate
increases.

Common?

High

High

Medium

Variations

Impact
generators as long as they are
aware of the end date.

Nearly all required written
notification of a desire to not
renew the contract. Many
require that the notification is
certified mail. Timing is often
between two dates such as 180
days and 30 days before the
end of the contract (some have
tighter schedules like between
90 and 30 days). Only 3% of the
contracts reviewed did not
have an automatic renewal.
Another 3% had an auto
renewal but for month to
month after the original term.
All of the contracts allow the
customer to stop or cancelhowever nearly all require the
customer to pay 'liquidated
damages' or some other fee if
they cancel. Common
liquidated damages require the
generator to pay - 6 (or some
other number) * the most
recent bill as a penalty. A small
portion (about 10%) allowed a
customer to cancel with 30
days notice and no liquidated
damages.
The clauses reviewed allowed
for the haulers to change rates
for nearly any reason (tip fees,
fuel, transportation costs,
changes in laws or regulations,
unforeseen circumstances, acts
of god, change in composition
of waste, change in weight of
waste collected, changes in
CPI, changes related to
environmental compliance,
etc.). The vast majority of
contracts do not require
notification of rate changes but
18% said they will give written
notification, 3% said that the
rates will not change during
the contract term.
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Enforced

Many of the commercial
businesses we spoke too were
unaware of this clause. Thus, if
they miss the two or three month
'window' for discontinuing their
contract they will be
automatically renewed for
another term. This was the
largest 'problem' commercial
generators reported to have with
their haulers.

Yes,
strictly

If a generator missed the
automatic rollover and finds
themselves in a contract situation
they do not like (can't reduce
rates, rates are increasing, etc.)
they must pay a significant
penalty to get out of the
contract. Many of the businesses
said they tend to just stay in the
contract instead of paying the
penalty. Other said they have
tried to 'fight' the penalty with
limited success.

Yes

By invoking these fees haulers
are able to recoup their costs of
the costs of doing business goes
up. Generators can see their
rates increase significantly due to
actions beyond their control. One
of the interviewees reported that
their solid waste costs have gone
up '100%' since they first signed
their contract.

Yes
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Element

Price
differenti
als
between
services

Changing
services

Exclusive
right

Right of
first
refusal

Description
Some of the
contracts
include
information
on the
number of
containers,
sizes, and
costs of
service with
clear
delineation
between the
cost of
recycling and
solid waste.
A clause
alerting the
generator
how they can
change
service levels
The hauler
has the
exclusive
right to
collect all of
the
generators
nonhazardous
solid waste
materials
including
solid waste
and
recyclables.
Upon the end
of the
contract term
the customer
gives the
contractor
the right to
match any
other offer
they have for
service

Common?

Low

Variations
Contracts that clearly included
information on the container
sizes and rates tended to do so
as an added sheet or page to
the contract terms. Only about
one-third of the contracts
reviewed contained this
information. It is important to
note that the original price
quotes and sizes were often
different than what the current
invoices contained. The older
the contract, the greater the
difference. The difference was
due to rate increases and
changing services.

High

Typically the generator must
inform the hauler in writing or
verbally of the requested
service level change.

This was not an issue for 95% of
the in-depth interviewees and
nearly all that had changed their
services reported they did not
have a problem doing so.

No

When included the clause does
not vary much. However, it was
only observed in 45% of the
contracts.

If this was strictly enforced it
could cause some issues for
generators. A number of the
generators used multiple haulers
for their services and some of
them are able to get revenue for
their recyclables by using
material specific services (paper,
OCC, plastic), if the haulers chose
to enforce the clause it would
change these service
arrangements

No

When included the clause does
not vary much.

Gives the hauler a chance to
retain their customer and be
price competitive. May help the
generator get lower rates.

No

Medium

Low
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Impact

Enforced

When included it allows the
generator to clearly see what
they are paying for and if they go
out to bid allows for an easy
comparison of rates. However,
the rates do not necessarily
include the fees or taxes and the
final rate that the customer pays
could be much different than
what is included.

No
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Bidding on Service
Two thirds (67%) of the businesses reported that they had gone out to bid for solid waste services at least once
in the past several years. The most common way for the generators to bid for services was reported to be an
informal process in which they would call around, ask for rates, and receive quotes. A small portion of the
interviewees, primarily those in manufacturing or other large generators, reported that they periodically (every
three to five years) conduct a formal bid process. All of the businesses that went out to bid reported that they
thought the process helped them secure better services at a cheaper rate. When asked to report why they chose
the bidder they did there major reasons included:





Cost, lowest price, rates is it (most common response)
The services offered and the most responsive bid
Existing relationship with hauler, customer service issues
Other reasons such as easier to understand bill, no contract, seems friendlier, local company,
opportunity to share services

In order to highlight some of the issues related to contracting and how the bidding process can help businesses
secure the service they want a few demonstrative quotes are included below:


[Hauler] would do business without a contract. Before [ hauler] , [ other hauler ] was my hauler, and I
had a bad run-in with them. They were providing poor service, and I wanted to stop doing business
with them. They pulled up an old contract that was 15 year old and had been automatically renewing
every 36 months. I had to wait 9 months to cancel by giving written notice. I bid out the services and
[hauler] won and would serve me without a contract.



Must companies won’t work with our firm because I am very demanding, I made the hauler agree to
many things in a contract that are not normally there (term, charges, etc,), rates are also a big factor



Before we moved to our new facility, our hauler was [hauler A] for a minimum of 8 years. We bid out
the services for our new building and received a bid from
[hauler A] & [hauler B]. [hauler A] bid was almost $1,000 a
month. [Hauler B] bid was half at $500 a month. As soon
as I said something to [Hauler A] about how high their bid
was, they lowered it to within $50 of [hauler B]. We said
no to [hauler A] and switched to [hauler B]. If we hadn't
moved to a new building, I would never have bid our our
trash & recycling services and would never have known
that I was paying twice as much for these services for all of
these years.



Salesperson approached her and was very respectful of
existing contract that was about to expire; he monitored
the fill rate for our containers for several weeks to justify
his recommendations for service and he has been spot on



Example of manufacturing firm undertaking
revenue generating recycling

Switched to [current hauler] 13 years ago because with the
old company when we told them we wanted to recycle more and get larger dumpsters, the salesperson
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said just throw it in the trash and we didn't like that at all.


Had [hauler A] for 15 years, then someone from new company stopped by with a better rate and
realized we were paying way too much, so we switched. We had to wait for 3 year roll-over with
[hauler A] to end to get out of the contract

Issues with Contracts
The interviewees were asked to report whether or not they had any issues with their solid waste or recycling
contracts. The majority of respondents, 72%, reported that they had not had any issues with their contracts.
However, 29% of the respondents reported that they had issues trying to cancel their contract and one-fifth
reported that they had missed the automatic renewal / rollover. Only 4% reported that they had issues changing
their service level. Figure 4.13 displays the distribution of responses.
Figure 4.13: Contract Related Issues
Yes
No problems
Missed automatic renewal rollover
Couldn't negotiate/ reduce rates

72.0%
20.0%
15.4%

Couldn't bring in provider for recycling/ organics 8.3%
They don't live up to the agreement

28.0%
80.0%
84.6%
91.7%

16.0%

Couldn't switch service level 4.0%
Wanted to cancel but couldn't

No

84.0%
96.0%

29.6%

70.4%

Other Hauler Interactions
The in-depth interviewees were asked a series of questions regarding the interactions they have had with their
haulers including size and service verification, changing container sizes, and ‘right’ sizing trash and recycling
services. Only half of the respondents reported that they actually verify their trash container service levels,
which is confounded by the fact that most invoices and contracts do not contain information on the number,
size, and frequency of collection. Less than half reported they had resized their containers (40%) and about one
fifth of the respondents reported that their hauler had offered to help right size their containers or offered ways
to reduce their bills through recycling or other services. The distribution of responses is shown in Figure 4.14.
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Figure 4.14: Service Level Verification and Container Sizes
Yes

No

Not sure

Has hauler offered to analyse need and resize

20%

78%

2%

Has hauler offered ways to reduce bill (other sizes; services)

19%

79%

2%

Have you resized containers

40%

55%

Is the person who pays the bill onsite/ nearby?

4%

85%

Does anyone monitor if bins are full at collection

58%

Do you verify the bins/ service

38%

54%

If containers are not full, can you tag them so they aren't… 7%
Is collection available for "on call" only

42%

50%
30%

15%
4%
4%

45%
38%

32%

Outreach Recommendations
Finally, the in-depth interviewees were asked about what types of outreach efforts would be helpful to them.
The two most common answers were a list of service providers with contact information (22%), a list of
frequently asked questions and their answers (21%), and case studies of different business types (19%). The
distribution of responses can be seen in Figure 4.15 below.
Figure 4.15. Outreach Recommendations

Local 'Lunch Website
and Learn" on 3%
contracts
9%
Recycling Hot
Line
7%
Case studies of
your business
type
19%

Other
3%
Sample
contracts
16%

FAQs
21%

List of service
providers with
contact info
22%
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SECTION 5: HAULER INTERVIEWS
The main goals of the hauler interview task were to assess how haulers communicate important information and
service options to non-residential customers, and to better understand what is included in standard contracts
and invoices. In order to complete this task the research team completed interviews with local, regional, and
national haulers operating in the SWMCB region as well as several interviews with haulers operating outside of
the region for comparative / benchmarking purposes.

Methodology and Fielding
The research team reached out by phone to each of the licensed hauler in the region a minimum of three times
each. High priority haulers (those with larger fleets, the regional, and national haulers) were contacted a
minimum of 5 times, or until the contact completed or refused the interview. A total of 18 haulers completed
the interview, 14 of which service the region and 4 of which operate outside of the SWMCB region (includes 2 of
the largest firms in the nation, one regional hauler, and one local hauler operating elsewhere). The haulers
operating outside of the region were interviewed to understand whether or not the practices in the SWMCB are
typical in other parts of the country, gather additional ides and recommendations on successful programs, and
broaden the perspective of the study. The results of the national hauler interviews are included in boxes
following the SWMCB hauler interviews.

5.1: Summary of Findings


Haulers recognize there are (non-contractual) barriers to businesses increasing their recycling. The
biggest barriers they identify include the lack of motivation (price and other) to generators; the fact that
the additional service costs money in many / most cases, and there aren’t savings to pass along to
customers; lack of regulations requiring recycling (or enforcement); and problems of space for recycling
in customer facilities.



Haulers think the government should refrain from getting more involved in the commercial
marketplace. About half the haulers (44%) think that government should allow the free market to
manage and provide solid waste services. One-third suggested the use of taxes to provide price
incentives that can increase diversion. One fifth suggested increased education to encourage recycling,
and 11% recommended employing mandates as a method of increasing recycling.



The three criteria haulers believe businesses use in selecting haulers are service, company reputation,
and price.



Haulers sell recycling service when starting service but there is less of a focus on selling services to
existing customers: Nearly all of the haulers reported that they offer waste assessments to right size
trash and they offer recycling services to new customers, often as a way to supply a value added service
that their competitors cannot match. However, once the haulers have acquired a customer most place
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less of an emphasis on selling recycling or changing service options.


Recycling is less expensive than trash service but it still costs money: When all of the taxes (state and
county) are included, 91% of the haulers reported that recycling service is less expensive than trash
service and none of them reported it is more expensive. This does not mean that recycling is ‘free’ or
that generators can always save money by recycling. In fact, although few haulers could answer a
question on the cost of adding recycling service, those that did reported to add recycling service, equal
to that of trash, without reducing the trash service, would increase generator costs by around 40% –
50%.



Auto-renewals, penalties for cancelation, and an option to increase rates for any number of reasons
are standard contract practices. This was true for both haulers in the region and outside the region.

5.2: Research Results
The results of the hauler interviews are described in the following section.
Services and Service Areas
Haulers servicing all of the SWMCB counties were interviewed and all of the haulers reported that they provided
recycling service options. The interviews did include two haulers that provided recycling service only. On
average, the haulers reported that they had 25 trucks in their commercial fleet with a maximum of 85 trucks and
a minimum size of 2 trucks. The distribution of responses can be seen in Figure 5.1 below.
Figure 5.1: Hauler Service Territory and Services Offered
Anoka
In which county(s) do you provide
commercial services?

Which of the following services do you
offer?
How many commercial trucks do you run?

Carver

Dakota

Hennepin

Ramsey

Washington

77%
Special/on
call

69%
E-waste

39%

32%

46%

31%

69%

Trash

Recycling

Organics

52%
Doc.
Shred

39%
Max
85

15%
Min
2

85%
Average
25

100%
Median
5

Barriers and Government’s Role
Barriers: The largest two barriers to commercial recycling were reported to be that generators do not have the
motivation or desire to participate (62%) and that the service costs money and the hauler is unable to offer rates
that results in cost savings on to the generator (62%). Interestingly, nearly a quarter of the haulers thought that
a lack of regulation requiring recycling or enforcement of required recycling is a barrier and only 15% reported
that space was a major barrier to diversion. The distribution of responses can be seen in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Barriers to Commercial Recycling
70%

62%

62%

60%
50%
40%

31%

30%

23%

20%

15%

15%
7%

10%
0%
Generator/
Employee
Desire/ Time

Hauler
Concern over No regulation Lack of space Knowledge to Must Shred
expenses,
set up cost
and
start/ run Confidential
taxes, fuel
enforcement
Paper
(can't pass on
big enough
savings)

National Perspective: The largest barriers noted were the cost of recycling service and the lack of space for
recycling in commercial buildings.
Government’s Role: Nearly half (44%) of the respondents thought the best thing local government (county, city,
region) could do to help encourage commercial recycling is stay out of the way and let the free market take care
of itself. One-third of the haulers thought that additional tax incentives or disincentives (both haulers and
generators were mentioned) could encourage increased diversion and one-fifth thought the local governments
in the region should do more education for generators. Finally, 11% of the haulers believed that additional
mandates or requirements for haulers and generators were needed. A few example quotes from the hauler
interviews are included below:


I don't know what it would be, don't know if businesses are receptive to more government telling them
what to do; there are already laws saying they have to recycle and they are not enforced



The problem is if businesses contaminate the cardboard load then we have to fix it and charge them,
then they get mad and just get a new hauler, so it's hard for government to help. Government needs to
give incentives to haulers or generators; when cardboard was way up they (businesses) had an incentive
to recycle but now the price is low so there is none. People used to steal cardboard from us when price
was high. The markets for recyclables have to go up in order for the amount of recycling to go up; the
high trash tax was a good incentive, but now they need other things.



Government (cities & counties) should show by example and do a good job of recycling & composting in
their facilities. Government should provide educational opportunities like composting at community
events.



Yes, government can create tax incentives. There is only so much businesses can recycle, they will pay tax
on the residual volumes of trash. This discourages businesses from being in taxed counties (Hennepin,
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Ramsey, Washington).


No, not too happy about government when they get into it, better off letting supply and demand work; if
government can create markets for something then ok, but otherwise government just increases costs.



Tax incentives only work for businesses, if you place them on haulers the businesses you're trying to get
to recycle more won't care. It has to directly affect them to affect their behavior. Education is good but
without tax incentives it has no teeth and won't be effective.

National Perspective: Government’s role should be to a) provide incentives (or disincentives) to help make
recycling less expensive than trash either through surcharges on tip fees or taxes and b) directly provide or
provide funding for waste audits, assessment, and education to generators to help them set up service.
Choosing a Contractor and Service Levels
Choosing a Hauler: Overall, the haulers reported that they used a wide range of techniques to get their
customers, and that the process varies depending on the customer class and size. For instance, large generators
(Target, Whole Foods, a manufacturing facility) will tend to go through a formal bid process while the smallest
generators do not exert as much of an effort to find a hauler. Over half of the haulers reported that they acquire
customers through an informal bid process (56%) and formal bid processes (56%). Nearly half of the haulers said
that their customers will just look at who their neighbor has and chose the same hauler. While about a fifth of
the haulers reported that they actively market services to generators, these tended to be the larger haulers (not
the ones with a fleet of only 2 or 3 trucks) including the national haulers. Figure 5.3 displays the distribution of
responses.
Figure 5.3: How Haulers Acquire Commercial Customers
60%

56%

56%

50%

44%

40%
30%

33%
22%

22%

22%

22%

20%
10%
0%
Informal Formal Property Look at
We
We They just Other
bids
bids manager who
market market look in
chooses neighbor to them to them phone
has
(phone) (door to book
door)

National Perspective: Did not differ significantly from what is occurring in the SWMCB region.
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Haulers believed the three most important characteristics that drive generators to choose their business as
opposed to another one were their customer service (75%), the reputation of their company, and the price of
their trash and recycling services (50%). The responses are shown graphically in Figure 5.4 below.
Figure 5.4: Why Generators Choose Haulers
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

75%
58%
50%

50%
42%
33%
25%

25%

25%

25%

25%

National Perspective: Did not differ from what is occurring in the SWMCB region with the haulers reporting that
it is their reputation and service that distinguishes them in the market place
Choosing Service Levels: Nearly all of the haulers reported that when they first sign-up a new commercial
customer they will help them complete a waste assessment. The waste assessment is used to determine what
size and frequency trash service the customer requires and it is at this time that the haulers tend to also offer
recycling services. The waste assessment is done by the hauling company’s sales force. They try to recommend
recycling services that are either cheaper than the current services the customer is receiving or the same cost.
The incentive for haulers to offer a less expensive service (for example trash alone for $4,000 a month vs.trash
and recycling fir $3,800/month) is to gain a larger customer base by offering a value added service their
competitors may not be able to match. It is easier to offer cost competitive recycling for the larger generators
(particularly manufacturing), generators that have high volumes of high value commodities (OCC, office paper,
metal), or generators that have had the same hauler for a number of years who had been increasing the rates
periodically, resulting in higher than market average rates.
Although nearly all of the haulers reported they ‘sell’ recycling and right size trash initially, once the service
levels are set most do not approach their customers on ways to save money. Once the service is set-up there is
little incentive for them to revisit the issue and will typically only approach them to change services if their
containers are overflowing on a regular basis. The costs of paying the sales force commissions are amortized
over the length of the contract (another reason the haulers like to have the automatic rollovers and reduce that
cost) and the less often the sale person has to work with the generator the greater the profits. Also, if they
resize containers the haulers have to pick-up the old containers and deliver new ones. In some cases, they must
even buy new dumpsters which, of course, also costs money. Additionally, right sizing can reduce the amount of
revenue they are getting from the individual account and if frequency changes it can impact routing. All these
combined mean that the haulers have an incentive to maintain the status quo in terms of their customers and
service levels.
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That being said, a few of the haulers interviewed are bucking this trend. For example, one of the interviewees
reported that her primary responsibility at the company was to sell recycling services to customers which
includes right sizing trash containers. She reported that in a number of cases she is able to reduce the overall
costs to the generators and that this may result in less revenue from an individual customer, the company’s
philosophy is that by offering the best services they can get more market share and make more money overall.
A few examples of how haulers size customer containers and sell recycling are included below:


Offer to do site surveys and waste audits to determine service level needs, for a new customer we will
start small and build up to get to the right level, we get feedback from drivers that have alert forms- if
they (drivers) see that customers need more service (or less) they notify the office. In initial conversation
the sales force asks about all types of waste.



We do a waste audit and identify the items that can be pulled-out of the waste stream and recycled.
Next we try to right size the business with dumpsters/receptacles.



If there is enough volume we try to present the benefits of recycling and craft rates that would lower
costs if they chose to recycle instead of throwing all the recycling away in one container.



We set it up based on past history of what they generate and what they can recycle, many customers
have cut down on amount of trash they throw out.



We help them with getting more service if they need it; we offer recycling, drivers keep an eye out and
make suggestions. We try to help people out. We give new customers about 3 weeks to figure out service
levels and make suggestions to them after that. But we are always watching levels of trash and
recycling.



One example I often think of is a local bar and grill we picked up as a customer. Originally, we put 2 – 4
cubic yard dumpsters at their location for trash. Our drivers immediately noted large quantities of
cardboard and glass in the dumpsters. Today, we have 1 – 4 yard for trash, 1 – 4 yard for cardboard and
10-64 gallon carts for glass/cans/plastic. Since the weight of the trash dumpster went down
substantially when they started recycling the glass (beer and wine bottles), we lowered their base trash
rate. They also started recycling cardboard even further lowering trash (MSW) charges. We had to work
with the HR manager a bit to educate the employees. We also labeled the dumpsters and carts. The
manager had to put cans behind the bar for glass only and train employees. Really, it didn’t take more
than 1 or 2 weeks to get everything operating normal.



They (businesses) make their decisions based on tax savings potential. For example, we have had a
manufacturing business classify their MSW as industrial waste to avoid the high taxes.



It is volume driven, they choose a service that fits what they are generating. Once organics recycling
becomes more established in the market it will play a heavier role for any food based businesses
compared to a non-food based business.



We give them a recommendation if they are unsure of their needs. Every account is different for many
different reasons such as type of business, size of business, hours of operation
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National Perspective: All of the haulers reported they help new customer’s right size trash and recycling services.
One firm stressed that they monitor trash and recycling services constantly and have staff dedicated to ‘selling’
recycling and right sizing trash.
In addition to offering waste audits, the majority of haulers reported that they offer rate incentives for
customers that encourage recycling (83%), offer revenue sharing for recycling26 (75%), and some sort of
‘education’ for customers (58%)27. Figure 5.5 displays the tools haulers are using to encourage commercial
recycling.
Figure 5.5: Tools Haulers Use to Encourage Recycling
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A few of the other ways haulers try to convince their customers to recycle are included below:


We offer them a free month of composting services. We educate them, including taking them on tours
to the composting facility. We provide in-house recycling & composting program planning & training.



We offer to do a trial, weigh products and tell them this is what we would have paid you for this and we
do not charge for trial.



End goal is to get more recycling and less pickups for trash- we sell recycling service when new customers
start, we watch what they are disposing, and tell them when they call customer service that they can get
recycling services. As a company we are driven to increase recycling.

Perceived Generator Attitudes: Haulers tended to agree with the statement that generators are primarily
concerned with receiving the lowest cost trash collection services and slightly disagreed with the statement that
26

Although this tends only to be for large volume generators with a significant amount of revenue producing recyclables.
Definition of education varied quite a bit between haulers. For some it is an informational flyer, stickers, etc. and for
others they are willing to go out and visit the generator, meet with staff, and provide extensive education on how to make
the recycling system work optimally.
27
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generators are willing to pay more for recycling services. Figure 5.6 displays the haulers perception of generator
attitudes.
Figure 5.6: Perceived Generator Attitudes (Scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is Strongly Disagree and 5 is Strongly Agree)
Strongly
agree (5)

Somewhat
agree (4)

Somewhat
disagree
(2)

Strongly
disagree
(1)

Neither
agree or
disagree
(3)

Weighted
Average

Statement
Lowest cost trash collection is the most important
consideration; recycling and organics options do not really
matter
Businesses are willing to pay more money to include
adequate recycling services
Business owners seem to spend very little time thinking
about their solid waste and recycling services
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National Perspective: Did not differ significantly from what is occurring in the SWMCB region.
Bills, Taxes, and Contracts
Rate Comparisons: None of the haulers reported that recycling service is more expensive than the total cost of
trash service (including the SWMT and CECs) and one-third of the haulers reported that recycling service is much
less expensive than trash service. The haulers were mixed on whether organics service was more or less
expensive than trash service with slightly more of the respondents reporting that organics collection is more
expensive than trash. The distribution of responses can be seen in Figure 5.7 below.
Figure 5.7: Trash, Recycling, and Organics Price Comparisons
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Although only a few haulers were able to give an estimate of how much overall service costs would increase if
the customer signed up for recycling at an equal level of trash service (without reducing their trash service
level), the average increase was reported to be around 47%. Finally, 91% of the haulers thought that their
customers were aware of both the Solid Waste Management Tax and the County Environmental Charges. The
majority of haulers (64%) reported that they always or nearly always require a trash service contract and the
other 36% reported that they do not. Similarly, the majority of haulers (55%) also require a contract for
recycling service.
Contract Clauses: The most common contract clauses (and the range of clauses) reported by the haulers are
displayed in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Contract Clauses
How do customers cancel or stop service - Most common is to require generator pay a penalty to cancel
 Contact them and try to figure out the issue and change it accordingly; usually only allow cancel because
moving
 Liquidated damages and letter
 No contracts so not applicable
 No contract so just call to cancel, would like extra notice, but no penalty
 A verbal request is enough
 Provide us written notice within a specific time period.
 Call and talk to us. If it's auto-renewing, they would have to do it in the appropriate time window.
How are contracts extended - Most common is an automatic rollover
 Contact us and say they want to extend
 Automatic rollover
 Just call and they will keep service going, no contracts
 Sign a new one for another term, no auto-renewal
 Some contracts auto-renew and some contracts term and are on a month-to-month service.
 Most contracts are auto-renewing. If it's a non-autorenewing contract, customers typically do a bid every
time the contract expires versus just extending the existing contract.
How are customer notified or rate increases- Most common is no notice or written notice in the bill or letter
 Have not done this but we would send letters telling about increase and give 30 days’ notice
 Written and verbal- especially for larger accounts, smaller customers for which a small increase does not
make a large impact they might not give notice to individually
 Don't give notice, just bill them
 No contract so notify through billing, give 30 day notice
 We increase rates once a year. We note it on our customers' bills. So far, people haven't cared enough to
call us about concerns over rate increases.
 By letter
 In billing, send notice certain amount ahead of time
 A message on the invoice it goes into effect on
 Send a letter or notified on their invoice one month prior to the increase going into effect

National Perspective: All of the national haulers reported that they use automatic renewals for their customers,
require the customers to pay liquidated damages if they cancel or stop a contract, and that their contracts allow
for them to increase rates for any number of reasons. The national haulers reported that the contract clauses
and invoice statements in the SWMCB region are typical and do not represent a departure from industry norms.
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SECTION 6: FOCUS GROUPS
Two focus groups were held to allow in-depth discussion of business recycling and invoicing issues. The 90minute focus groups were held the evenings of January 8th and 9th at Richardson Richter offices. The focus
groups were designed to:




Provide greater understanding of what is holding recycling and diversion back in the commercial sector
Identify resources that could be useful in assisting commercial generators in increasing diversion
through billing and contracting; and
Provide input on who should produce and distribute these resources.

Focus groups are not quantitative or statistical, but the discussions can help illuminate issues and provide useful
case studies relevant to the project.
A total of 14 business representatives attended (8 on the first night and 5 on the second)28. Representatives
from the following business types attended:












The zoo
Medical offices
Theater
Grocery store
Thrift store / non-profit
Auto glass repair
Property management
Tax service
Restaurant
Electric utility
Manufacturing.

6.1 Findings on Key Topics
The discussion covered six main areas, and the key feedback distilled from the discussions, is summarized below.
Recycling activities currently underway
Most of the businesses had some basic level of recycling, but some exceeded the norm. The zoo was probably
the most comprehensive in its management of solid waste, with an active zoo manure program, food
composting, and dumpster dive days to help keep employees up on what could be done better to maintain
recycling. Zoo employees inspect the dumpsters and mark the ones that are nearing full so the hauler doesn’t
dump them, helping to reduce costs from paying to dump empty containers. They also “… took away the trash
cans” from desk areas, which helped increase recycling. The zoo makes its trash decisions locally.

28

SERA recruited nine businesses for the first night, and eight for the second. Lisa Skumatz facilitated the focus groups.
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The grocery stores recycle cardboard and other materials, but also donate to food rescue operations, and
conduct dumpster dives as well. The property management firm, which manages apartments as well as
businesses, placed recycling containers next to the mailboxes to provide ready access to recycling for junk mail.
One small manufacturing firm hauls its own cardboard, paper, and plastic bottles to the neighboring processor,
and has no need to call a hauler to do so. Their hauler only handles their trash. The electric company found
recycling increased when they placed the recycling containers next to the trash containers in the trash rooms
(parallel access), but they still have an issue at desk side, where containers are not parallel. One manufacturing
business that produces an array of products, contracts with multiple haulers to recycle / recover a wide variety
of specialty metals and other materials. This firm, with many specialty streams has 17 service providers
(expressing a “wish that we had one hauler to handle it all…”). The firm is very active in pursuing sustainability
goals, and participates in (and helps motivate) local roundtable meetings of businesses to exchange ideas about
recycling and sustainability locally. The auto glass shop emphasized that their practiced of preferring glass repair
over replacement (35% of their jobs) avoids a tremendous amount of glass in the landfill. Several firms had
arranged for one or more materials to be recycled (e.g. cardboard) and a few had food waste collection.
However, several noted landlord disinterest, and at one of the medical firms, one of the partners had taken it
upon himself to work to bring in a recycling program (paying for it, while the landlord pays trash bills only).

Familiarity with Contracts and Conditions
About half the businesses had some degree of familiarity with their solid waste contracts and conditions. They
readily named some clauses and conditions – particularly those related to price. Fuel surcharges had definitely
gotten their attention; environmental fees, and the county and state taxes were called out by multiple
businesses as well. Most seemed familiar with the automatic renewal clauses (or weren’t surprised); some of
the contracts that were reviewed in the meeting showed a requirement of 90-180 days written notice to stop
the renewal.
The discussion also turned to recycling prices, and how the volatility of the markets had been reflected in their
bills. “… The prices are changing all over the place”, said one participant. The fact that the bills were not
transparent in the materials being hauled, and the pricing, was mentioned by several business representatives.
One said “… there are all kinds of funny names… “, and another said “… cardboard is not called cardboard…” in
frustration. The apartment manager stated his bill was clear: “two collections per week, four yard and two
yard”. The grocery stores said their compost collections are “… the same cost, whether the containers are full or
not” and the zoo representatives said “Mark ‘em”, suggesting they mark the ones that aren’t full (and negotiate
with the hauler to only pay for those dumped) to avoid charges for unnecessary service. Again, the zoo had
clearly spent a lot of time negotiating their service, and they said their bills were very specific and they wellunderstood what they were paying for.
One of the businesses said their service was set “by an ‘audit’ that Waste Management conducted six years ago
when they started service”, and nothing had been changed or updated since. That statement seemed to reflect
the way that service had been set up for many of the businesses. However, several of the businesses weren’t
sure how service had been set up; in some cases the decisions pre-dated their employment, but in some, the
decisions were “… made at headquarters”, or they weren’t even sure if the decision was local or not. One
business said they had been with the same hauler for eight years, and the service cost had increased over time.
He went out for bids three years ago, and knocked his monthly cost down from $200 to $80 in the process.
Another conducted a review of their waste management system, adding recycling containers and other changes.
As part of this review, they worked with the accounting department to renegotiate the trash and recycling
contract and reduce their bills from $300 to $100 monthly because they were able to arrange for fewer pick-ups.
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Biggest problems with the haulers that hamper additional recycling
One of the key problems mentioned by businesses was poor communication between the hauler and businesses
– either direct communication with the hauler, or through the bills / invoices. One said he had no idea that
haulers could provide recycling service; many said the haulers were quite responsive to calls and service needs,
but a few said they had trouble reaching the hauler. Some remain confused about what they can and can’t
recycle.
One of the most common complaints was that businesses state it is impossible to understand the bill. “Lack of
transparency” was a common sentiment, followed closely by “I can’t tell if there is a recycling incentive”.
The lack of flexibility was also mentioned. Some would like to change service / levels / bin size / collection
frequency, but find haulers are not helpful in getting them signed up for organics, or don’t allow dumpster
sharing for small businesses(there was a great deal of support for the dumpster sharing concept). Another said
their hauler didn’t collect the aluminum and plastic containers they could be recycling. A few thought they
might save money if they got a compactor, but weren’t sure how to go about that, or the hassle, uncertainty
about savings, and time / other priorities had stopped them from pursuing this or other service option changes.
Individual problems that were also mentioned included space in multifamily buildings, employee turnover, lack
of options for Styrofoam, lack of options for chemicals and solvents, "lazy" employees, lack of interest from
landlords, and other considerations.
Activities the haulers could undertake to increase business recycling
When asked what haulers could do to help them increase recycling, a waste audit, or analysis of what the
business could do to divert more materials and right-size their containers was the most common answer.
Businesses felt they might be able to do better, but thought that help / expertise from the hauler would be very
useful in identifying suitable and productive (and cost saving) changes.
A few wanted information on the tonnage they were disposing, wanted help with in-office containers or signage.
Two small firms thought they could recycle more if the haulers would allow sharing of dumpsters, or if there
were drop-offs or aggregations sites fairly close to their business that they could dump their recyclables into.
The best ways to convey information on recommendation and findings regarding invoicing / contracting for
solid waste.
The discussion of possible products or services from this study identified two that were by far the most
preferred were: A list of recycling providers / haulers29 , and Case studies (including business-specific / peer-topeer)
Other useful tools include: “lunch and learn” sessions; frequently-asked questions; and questions a business
should ask their hauler as they undertake negotiations / bid requests. Hot lines, and sample contracts, were of
less interest. One or two thought business collaboratives might be useful, with businesses assembling on a
regular basis to share ideas on recycling and sustainability.
The counties and/or local government or local non-profits are far and away the most trusted source for credible
information on trash-related topics of this type. They were cited as the best source, the best to develop the
information, the best to provide assistance, and the beset to distribute the information. Others mentioned (no
more than once or twice) were MNTaP, the University, and waste wise. Almost all said the hauler, or “…those
29

One specified he wanted the listing to include the wide range of materials, not just traditional services
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not interested in recycling” should not be involved in developing / providing the information. One business that
had a very responsive and helpful hauler disagreed, suggesting that haulers could be credible, helpful sources of
information and assistance.

6.2 Overall Impressions and Summary
Based on the discussions and our impressions from the focus groups, we provide the following observations.
a. The knowledge and activity in recycling in area businesses seems to have tremendous variation. Some
firms are very interested – but in most cases it seems to be that an individual is part of the “spark”. The
businesses seem focused on their core businesses and solid waste savings either aren’t well understood
as a potential savings area, or that the uncertainties of savings, and the hassle (in contacting the service
provider, and potential disruption to normal operations) has allowed the potential, in terms of recycling
and savings, to go unrealized.
b. Haulers could have a fairly ready audience for waste audits. They might realize a reduction in revenues,
but the return in customer loyalty could be a strong business advantage.
c. Businesses are potentially leaving a lot on the table. Several firms cut their bills by half or more by
going out to bid, or renegotiating contracts. The time involved could just be a few calls, and the worst
outcome is that they pay the same. This simple suggestion – ‘call your hauler, or call several and you
could really save’ – even for existing service, could cut operating costs for businesses. If they couple this
with a waste audit and right-size, recycling could also increase.
d. Those businesses that are recycling have come up with some very useful suggestions that could aid
other businesses. Learning from the zoo, and negotiating to only be charged for containers that are full
(which involves some staff time to observe and mark containers) might save large firms some money.
e. If the Counties could intervene and develop a way to introduce shared recycling dumpsters located in
the middle of clusters of smaller businesses, there would likely be a significant interest in the service.30
f.

The Counties are pursuing the right project, with the right approach. The Counties are seen to be the
best and most trustworthy entities to conduct and disseminate this type of research on commercial solid
waste options, and messaging from the Counties on this topic would be trusted. The messaging should
be kept fairly simple, but case studies, lists, and other resources are of interest to the intended
audience.

30

SERA research finds that arrangements like this have been extremely well-received and well-utilized in other
communities.
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APPENDIX 1: JURISDICTIONAL DETAILS
The details of each of the comparable jurisdictions interviewed are included below. For reference, the 2011
SCORE tonnage data for the 6 counties in the SWMCB region is included in Figure A1.
Figure A.1: 2011 Score Data from SWMCB Region
County

Documented CII

Estimated CII

Mech./Hand-separated

Residential

5,262

37,437

207

10,631

Anoka

33,028

Carver

33,209

Dakota

52,323

107,476

586

79,296

179,330

265,071

15,307

113,073

Ramsey

46,489

191,314

9,638

50,460

Washington

13,165

45,918

3,340

30,049

Hennepin

65,374

Jurisdiction: Boulder, Colorado
Contact Information
City
Contact Name
Number
Email

Boulder
Kara Mertz, Manager Local Environmental Division
303.441.3388
MertzK@bouldercolorado.gov

Demographic Data
Total Population
Total HHs 43,034
Number of Businesses 16,766

98,903

Diversion Rate
Overall Diversion Rate 50%
Commercial Diversion 27%
Rate
Tonnage information 9,687 tons of recycling, 4,670 organics, 39,747 trash

Governing Structure
Agency Type City
Level of control over Not applicable
other local
governments:
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Level of control over The City has very limited control over the solid waste system. The City does not
commercial haulers: own any solid waste facilities and while haulers serving the commercial sector are
licensed, there is no other control over the commercial haulers. (note: The haulers
serving the residential sector are licensed and must embed recycling and organics
collection in trash rates and use PAYT rates)

Services, Collection, and Rates
Trash - Describe
hauler arrangement?
How many haulers are
servicing commercial
sector
Recycling - Describe
hauler arrangement?
How many streams:
Organics - Describe
hauler arrangement?
% of businesses with
recycling service

Open market, limited control
7 to 10 with 3 major players.

Same as trash
Single stream is most common (County MRF is single stream)
Same as trash
Estimated to be around 40%

Tipping Fees and Ownership
Landfill and Transfer There is no landfill in the County- the closest is privately owned, $15/ton
Station
Compost Privately owned and operated, ~$40 / ton
MRF (revenue) County owned, non-profit operated, revenue varies but has never dipped below
$0/ton
WTE No
Other No other major facilities

Detailed Questions
Policies that impact None other than a requirement that all haulers are licensed. The City is considering
commercial haulers: adopting new measures impacting commercial haulers (they are updating their
zero waste plan) but mandates and requirements are not currently on the table.
Policies that impact A single use bag fee ($.10 per bag). There is no requirement to recycle, no
commercial disposal bans (except for HHW and ewaste at state level), and no other
generators: generator mandates. The City instead relies on incentives, outreach, and

education.
Any efforts to Somewhat, the 'opportunity report' that is part of the waste audit includes some
educate generators limited information on contracting but the city has not focused on this.
about how to contract
with haulers or
worked with haulers
to simplify contracts
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or billing for
generators:

Are there fees or
charges allocated to
your agency that are
collected from
commercial haulers or
generators?
What efforts has your
agency taken to
encourage
commercial diversion?

Yes, the City charges a 'trash tax’ of $.85 per yard of MSW on generators (the rate
for residential is $3.50 / household / month), the tax is collected by the haulers
and remitted to the City to fund zero waste initiatives. The tax is not charged on
recycling or organics.

The City offers 'Zero Waste Advisory Service' to commercial generators. The
service is free and includes a meeting with an advisor, an assessment of waste
generation and disposal (eyeball only), and preparation and delivery of an
'opportunity report'. The waste advisors work with the business to direct
businesses to service providers, and to support making signs and other changes.
The program has 1.5 FTEs (one is a contracted, the other is City staff) and the goal
is to hit 180 businesses this year; last year they reached 120, total they have done
550. The program is funded through the trash tax. The city uses three incentives
to encourage businesses to divert materials 1) 3 'free' months of recycling service
and 2) A $2.50 / cubic yard or organics service rebate (estimate 345 businesses use
this rebate), and 3) a $250 zero waste rebate for containers and bins. The City
also made commercial signs that any business can use and download for free. As
the more businesses sign-up for rebates and assistance the more expensive the
program becomes, making it unsustainable in the long term as a full sector
strategy.

Most successful The organics rebate is reported to be one of the key elements, however on-going
elements: funding is an issue. The City has also partnered with non-profits to help encourage
recycling in the City (Eco-Cycle) and works closely with the major haulers to
establish programs that are supported by everyone.
Remaining Space for containers in the downtown areas and the costs of MSW disposal in the
commercial diversion region are notoriously low making recycling and organics diversion less attractive
barriers: economically (it costs significantly more to send a tons of food to a compost
facility than to the landfill). The city also does not have very much control over
commercial hauling.
Do you believe that
voluntary and
incentive based
approaches can be
successful in achieving
high commercial

Only to an extent- Boulder uses the full range of outreach, education, and nonmandatory techniques to increase commercial diversion and while being
somewhat successful, there is still a long way to go if the City wants to reach its
zero waste goal. To reach zero waste they are getting ready to take a long term
look at option and see what they need to implement.
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diversion rates:
Advice for SWMCB? Foster strong relationships with non-profits and private companies in your City to
provide and leverage facilities and services to the public, and use non-profit
partnerships to help drive support for future programs. Education and incentives
can be somewhat effective in increasing commercial diversion but more aggressive
options may be needed to reach higher levels.

Plans for the future: The City is re-examining its zero waste plan now with an emphasis on the
commercial and multi-family sectors. A neighboring community (Fort Collins)
recently adopted an OCC disposal ban and something like that may make sense in
Boulder in the future.
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Jurisdiction: Cambridge, MA
Contact Information
City
Contact Name
Number
Email

Cambridge, MA
Randi Mail -Recycling Director
617.349.4866
rmail@cambridgema.gov

Demographic Data - From Census
Total Population
Total HHs
Number of Businesses

105,162
47,291
1,945

Diversion Rate
Overall Diversion Rate
Commercial Diversion
Rate

40.0%
No reporting required.

Tonnage information

Not available

Governing Structure
Agency Type
Level of control over
other local
governments:

Municipality
n/a

Level of control over
commercial haulers:

Medium: Haulers are required to be licensed and provide a recycling options.

Services, Collection, and Rates
Commercial
Trash - Describe hauler
arrangement?
How many haulers are
servicing commercial
sector

Open market
There are about 20 currently licensed.

Recycling - Describe
hauler arrangement?

Same as trash

How many streams:
Organics - Describe
hauler arrangement?

Depends on hauler

% of businesses with
recycling service

Estimate 65% of businesses are recycling

Tipping Fees and Ownership
Landfill and Transfer
Station

There is no local landfill. There are both private and municipal landfills
surrounding.
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Compost
MRF (revenue)
WTE
Other

Privately owned and operated
Privately owned and operated
None

Detailed Questions
Policies that impact
commercial haulers:

It is two- fold, haulers must offer recycling and thru the state there is a disposal
ban on certain materials.

Policies that impact
commercial generators:

Haulers must offer recycling, but it is they generator that must recycle specific
items. There is a state ban on materials and in 2014 it may be expanded to
include commercial organics. In commercial and nonprofit establishments, the
materials designated for recycling shall be placed in recycling receptacles
provided by the owner or owners of such buildings. The owner shall be
responsible for the costs of recyclables separation and collection. All property
owners of property whose recycling is not collected by the City are required to
submit recycling plans to the Commissioner upon request. Overall, the
mandatory recycling is not actively enforced and the City relies more heavily on
their incentives and education programs to encourage commercial recycling.

Any efforts to educate
generators about how
to contract with haulers
or worked with haulers
to simplify contracts or
billing for generators:

Somewhat. The waste assessments / audits include some education on
contracting and billing but this has not been a major push of the City. The City
did work with the main organics hauler to help establish rates that encourage
diversion.

Are there fees or
charges allocated to
your agency that are
collected from
commercial haulers or
generators?

No additional taxes through the city or state. The department gets its funding
through property taxes.
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What efforts has your
agency taken to
encourage commercial
diversion?

All buildings must recycle, however there is little enforcement. Cambridge
prefers the "carrot instead of the stick" approach. There is technical assistance
to help set up recycling programs, haulers attend meetings with recycling
committee to encourage cooperation, businesses are shown how they can save
money (not just comply with ban). All businesses and institutions in MA can
now get free technical assistance for recycling, composting, and waste
reduction programs from the Recycling Works program, funded for 3 years by
MassDEP. The Cambridge Recycling Advisory Committee has subcommittees
that regularly meet with haulers and businesses to brainstorm on how to
increase recycling that is friendly to both businesses and haulers. Cambridge
encourages organics recycling through programs showing cost savings to
businesses. The City received a MassDEP grant in 2006 to offer food waste
recycling services to Cambridge businesses at a price that is typically the same
or less than trash disposal costs. The city partnered with a local hauler to
market the program to high generating businesses and currently 72 schools and
businesses composting in the voluntary, private market run program.

Most successful Not requiring long term contracts or having reduced initial rates help
elements: businesses start diversion program. The City worked with some haulers to
encourage these practices. Starting slowing, one part of a program at a time
helps. Single stream makes it much easier to start programs. Having a good
recycling coordinator or a supportive owner, CEO is needed to get a business
on-board.
Remaining commercial Space and access, start up time, lack of waste audits (before the current
diversion barriers: programs) and knowledge, resentment towards government regulation. Small
businesses don't have time to devote to programs. Due to lack of enforcement
and no reporting requirement, the DPW estimates about 35% of commercial
businesses do not have a recycling program in place.
Do you believe that Yes, encouraging residents and businesses through a wide range of programs
voluntary and incentive can be effective, it doesn't always have to be fine based, but can be
based approaches can cooperative, finding a solution together.
be successful in
achieving high
commercial diversion
rates:

Advice for SWMCB? Work closely with haulers when possible to try and encourage them to 'sell;
recycling to businesses.
Plans for the future: Education specific goals- janitors, landlords. Redefine ordinance so it is business
specific (restaurants- food, retailers- cardboard), eliminate dumpster fee for
businesses that are zero waste. Look into grants from the state for helping
businesses set up recycling.
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Jurisdiction: Mecklenburg County, North Carolina
Contact Information
City CharMeck Metropolitan Area (Includes City of Charlotte and
Mecklenburg County, NC)
Contact Name Lexin Murphy
Number (704)432-0400
Email lexin.murphy@mecklenburgcountync.gov

Demographic Data
Total Population 919,628
Total HHs 398,510
Number of Businesses 18,570

Diversion Rate
Overall Diversion Rate Not reported- have reduced overall waste disposal by 40% from
baseline (1998)
Commercial Diversion Rate Not reported- they have reduced commercial waste disposal from a
baseline (1998) by 47%
Tonnage information 1,086,624 total tons MSW disposed 2011, 513,081 tons commercial
MSW disposed 2011

Governing Structure
Agency Type County / Metropolitan area
Level of control over other The County can only pass ordinances impacting the unincorporated
local governments: portion of the County. They work with the municipalities to try and
pass consistent solid waste related ordinances but each City must
pass the ordinance on their own. The County and the 7
municipalities in the County worked together to adopt one Solid
Waste Management Plan.
Level of control over The county licenses commercial haulers but that is about it. The
commercial haulers: Cities tend not to do any licensing as they have contracted haulers
for residential and no control over the commercial.

Services, Collection, and Rates
Commercial
Trash - Describe hauler Open market
arrangement?
How many haulers are There are 28 licensed haulers, about 12 - 15 doing commercial
servicing commercial sector trash
Recycling - Describe hauler Open market with about 30 total haulers offering recycling
arrangement?
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How many streams: Single stream
Organics - Describe hauler Open market - mainly yard waste only at this time
arrangement?
% of businesses with Estimated to be around 60%
recycling service

Tipping Fees and Ownership
Landfill and Transfer Station Not located in County-closest facility is private own / operated. Tip
fee around $40/ton
Compost County owned and operated, yard waste only
MRF (revenue) County owned and private operated- $0 to small revenue to
haulers with revenue share for County, also several privately
owned and operated MRFs
WTE No
Other County owns and operated a C & D facility

Detailed Questions
Policies that impact Limited. Haulers must be licensed.
commercial haulers:
Policies that impact Two main requirements: 1) Statewide ABC law: All establishments
commercial generators: with on-site consumption of alcoholic beverages must recycle all
beverage containers, enforced by state and 2) Countywide
Mandatory Source Separation Ordinance: All commercial
establishments that generate more than 16 cubic yards of
materials a week must source separate and recycle paper and OCC.
There are a number of exceptions to the ordinance. The County
has 1 FTE that does enforcement- in 2012 they did 1,100
inspections and issued 38 Notices of Violations- can give fines of
up to $50/day.
Any efforts to educate Yes, the City has a number of materials to help generators contract
generators about how to with haulers, the materials are business type specific. They are
contract with haulers or emailed to businesses and available on the website. The materials
worked with haulers to include questions generators should ask haulers when contracting
simplify contracts or billing for trash and recycling, tells generators how to go out to bid, and
for generators: directs them on how to set-up service.
Are there fees or charges Yes- there is a residential fee of $15/hh/year charged on property
allocated to your agency that taxes that goes to the County to pay for solid waste services. No
are collected from fee on commercial.
commercial haulers or
generators?
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What efforts has your agency 1) Fact sheet with Q & A for haulers and instructions on how to bid
taken to encourage for service 2) Business recycling information hot line 3) Detailed
commercial diversion? commercial waste resource guide / handbook with tips on how to
set up a program, choosing a hauler, empowering employees,
signs, etc. 4) Instructions on how to do your own waste
assessment 5) Social media outreach including YouTube ads,
facebook page, and twitter account 6) Business specific case
studies 7) Business specific waste reduction and recycling guides 8)
Free Drop-Offs for small generators that are not covered by the
SSO mandate. In order to get a free drop-off set up at your
business you have to make the drop-off available to the public and
partner with at least 2 other businesses. If the business qualifies
the County will set up the drop-off and collect for no cost to the
business. 9) Recycling Ambassador program that is a network of
businesses with business recognition, quarterly lunch and learn
sessions, and annual awards 10) Interior Bin Program that gives
free inside bins if the business does a mini-waste audit with the
County (also free).
Most successful elements: The Business Ambassador program, although only started in 2011,
has been very effective, there are 92 members and they are not
only recognized for recycling but they also act as 'mentors' for
other businesses interested in setting up programs, are held up as
examples of what can happen, and help make recycling the 'norm'
for businesses. The other really successful program has been the
Free Drop-off program. It works for them because they own the
MRF and have worked out a deal with a hauler for $8.39/ per haul.
This cheap hauling rate coupled with MRF ownership means that
the County can get revenues from the program and the businesses
get 'free' recycling. There are 140 drop-offs throughout the
County.
Remaining commercial Some business owners / employees just do not want to recycle no
diversion barriers: matter how convenient or easy it is. Space for containers is an
issue (they are working on getting space for recycling ordinances
passed across the County). The County reported that cost of
service is not such a big problem for them (except for the smallest
generators) because there is a lot of infrastructure in the area and
lots of haulers offering services, thus prices for recycling are
generally less than or competitive with trash.
Do you believe that
voluntary and incentive
based approaches can be
successful in achieving high
commercial diversion rates:

Voluntary and incentives can help a community get 'good'
diversion numbers but if a community really wants to become one
of the top tier programs with 60% to 70% diversion mandates must
be a part of the picture.
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Advice for SWMCB? Consider the Recycling Ambassador or similar type of program to
help generators learn how to contract for trash and recycling and
go out to bid. Also if possible, consider other incentives to offer
generators, perhaps discounts on other county business fees to
encourage recycling and if you own the MRF think about revenue
sharing.
Plans for the future: Looking at addressing food scraps in the commercial sector,
dropping the Mandatory SSO from 16 cubic yard down to 8 cubic
yards, and considering a new location for the compost facility that
can accept food and yard scraps.
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Jurisdiction: Metro Region, Oregon
Contact Information
City
Contact Name
Number
Email

Metro Oregon
Matt Korot
503-797-1760

Matt.Korot@oregonmetro.gov

Demographic Data - From Census
Total Population 2,226,000
Total HHs 644,005
Number of Businesses 56,726

Diversion Rate
Overall Diversion Rate 59% (include 6% source reduction credits)
Commercial Diversion Not reported
Rate
Tonnage information 2,095,614 total tons generated, 1,117,844 recovered, 977,769 disposed

Governing Structure
Agency Type Regional government with elected officials- the Region includes three counties and 25
cities (including Portland).
Level of control over The state requires the region to adopt a Regional Solid Waste Management Plan with
other local goals. The Region can pass requirements for the municipalities in the region to adopt
governments: certain regulations. One of Metro's core tasks is managing the region's solid waste
and recycling systems.
Level of control over Region has very little control over the haulers, that is up to each of the municipalities.
commercial haulers:

Services, Collection, and Rates
Commercial
Trash - Describe hauler Franchised haulers everywhere except City of Portland where it is open market
arrangement?
How many haulers are Exact number not known- assumed to be quite a large number (50?)
servicing commercial
sector
Recycling - Describe Same as trash
hauler arrangement?
How many streams: Modified single stream (glass collected separately)
Organics - Describe Same as trash
hauler arrangement?
% of businesses with Very high. Recent survey indicates 90% plus have recycle bins.
recycling service
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Tipping Fees and Ownership
Landfill and Transfer
Station
Compost
MRF (revenue)
WTE
Other

Private owned and operated landfills- Metro owns and operates transfer stations.
$94/ton
Private owned and operated. $60/ton at transfer stations
Private owned and operated. Generally $0 to revenue
None at this time (one anaerobic digester is planned for future)

Detailed Questions
Policies that impact Metro does not regulate haulers right to provide services. State statute says that
commercial haulers: haulers cannot charge more for recycling than for garbage- in effect this has resulted
in most haulers embedding the cost of recycling in trash service.
Policies that impact For years Metro had relied on the 'opportunity' model to make recycling available to
commercial generators: anyone that wants it and wants to pay for it. About 5 years ago they felt it was time to
require use. Metro council passed an ordinance requiring all local governments to
enact commercial recycling ordinances that require businesses to have recycling
service with some education included.
Any efforts to educate Yes- the Recycle at work program does include some assistance in helping but it just
generators about how some advice, no official documents or program. They must walk a fine line and avoid
to contract with haulers showing preference to one hauler over another.
or worked with haulers
to simplify contracts or
billing for generators:
Are there fees or
charges allocated to
your agency that are
collected from
commercial haulers or
generators?

There is a surcharge on the MSW tip fees at Metro transfer stations. The surcharge
has two parts 1) Regional system fee to support regional solid waste staff and 2)
Excise tax to support system overhead. The charges at at the transfer station only and
generators are usually not aware they are paying them.

What efforts has your
agency taken to
encourage commercial
diversion?

Recycle at Work' is their flagship commercial program and it has been very successful
in increasing commercial diversion. The program is directed at helping businesses
recycle more and generate less trash. The Region partners with the municipalities for
the program. The program has materials that are consistent and the region
contributes $640K per year in funding for local staff to complete free audits and
assistance. The audits include some advice on contracting and billing but primarily
focuses on 'right sizing' services, setting up new programs, and helping businesses do
source reduction. There is also the 'Fork it Over' program to get food scraps from
generators to needy families. While the program does not divert a lot of tons it is
inexpensive (good cost per ton) and has been a very popular program.
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Most successful They have worked for over 20 years to get where they are with commercial recycling.
elements: They started with 1) Increasing the opportunity to recycle so any business that wants
to can get service 2) Did a lot of education and outreach to support recycling 3) They
set rates at the transfer station and adopted fees/ taxes that help recycling instead of
hinder it and 4) They are now starting to enforce the requirements to recycle
Remaining commercial The hardest issues is overcoming attitudes and the overall cultural change in the work
diversion barriers: place. If you make it easy to do and set up a program that does not cost more than
trash, there will still be some people who still just don't want to recycle. The challenge
is changing this attitude.
Do you believe that With strictly voluntary and rates a community can reach pretty high levels of
voluntary and incentive diversion. To get the highest rates of diversion communities might need to consider
based approaches can other mechanisms including mandates or disposal bans
be successful in
achieving high
commercial diversion
rates:
Advice for SWMCB? Education coupled with rates and incentives can be very useful. Consider region wide
cooperation (cities, counties, SWMCB) to reach out to individual businesses to help
them start programs
Plans for the future: Food waste is the big push for them, they also focus on source reduction in all sectors
now that recycling is nearly 'universal'.
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Jurisdiction: Metro Vancouver, BC
Contact Information
City
Contact Name
Number
Email

Metro Vancouver, BC
Ian Williamson and Craig Shishido
(604)451-6581 and (604)436-6888
ian.williamson@metrovancouver.org and craig.shishido@metrovancouver.org

Demographic Data - From Census
Total Population 2,369,000
Total HHs 917,000
Number of 21,802
Businesses

Diversion Rate
Overall Diversion 57%
Rate
Commercial 36%
Diversion Rate
Tonnage information 431,373 tonnes disposed, 244,648 tonnes recycled (commercial)

Governing Structure
Agency Type It is a regional level of government with prescribed powers. It operates on
provisional authority and oversees 22 municipalities, solid waste management is
a core service.
Level of control over The municipalities in the region have to sign-off and agree to any solid waste or
other local recycling requirements. Metro has control over the disposal facilities and can set
governments: rates and material disposal bans.
Level of control over Very limited. Haulers can be licensed by municipalities if they choose to do so,
commercial haulers: not all are licensed.

Services, Collection, and Rates
Commercial
Trash - Describe Open market
hauler arrangement?
How many haulers Unknown, thought to be quite high as there is little barrier to entry
are servicing
commercial sector
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Recycling - Describe Open market
hauler arrangement?
How many streams: Depends on hauler
Organics - Describe Open market
hauler arrangement?
% of businesses with Exact number unknown- for small / medium size businesses maybe around 50%,
recycling service for larger businesses it is higher, perhaps 70- 80%

Tipping Fees and Ownership
Landfill and Transfer
Station
Compost
MRF (revenue)
WTE
Other

$107 - $111 per Tonne, Metro manages all landfills and transfer stations through
contracts
$65 per Tonne, Privately owned
$0 per Tonne or a revenue, all MRF facilities are privately owned and operated
None

Detailed Questions
Policies that impact No restrictions in place on the haulers, the region does not have control over the
commercial haulers: sector. There may be some local requirements in certain municipalities but not
many.
Policies that impact There are disposal bans and disposal prohibitions. Prohibited materials include
commercial HHW, ewaste, etc. and if the hauler brings them to a transfer station they must
generators: pay a surcharge and remove the item. Banned materials include conventional
recyclables, C & D, and others. The ban is enforced at the transfer stations /
landfills by Metro staff. If there is more than 5% visible of the banned material
hauler is required to pay a 50% surcharge per tonne.

Any efforts to No, they have relied primarily on the bans which they as a region can actively
educate generators enforce. This is an area they want to improve in the future.
about how to
contract with haulers
or worked with
haulers to simplify
contracts or billing
for generators:
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Are there fees or
charges allocated to
your agency that are
collected from
commercial haulers
or generators?

They have been steadily increasing the MSW tip fee (up 60% in the last 6 years)
and they plan to continue increasing the surcharge in the future. The goal is to
make MSW disposal less attractive and encourage more recycling. Despite the
strong tip fee differentials the actual rates paid by customers do not necessarily
reflect the large difference in rates for recycling, organics, and MSW. A
downside of the increasing tip fees is that more haulers are taking materials out
of the region for disposal and losing revenue because of this. The region is
considering implementing flow control or other options to keep MSW going to
Metro facilities in the future.

What efforts has The only major efforts they have taken have been the adoption of the disposal
your agency taken to bans and the increased tip fees.
encourage
commercial
diversion?
Most successful The bans. The bans have been somewhat effective, pulling as much as 80% or
elements: more of a targeted material out of the stream. The problem is that the hauler is
being penalized for a generator violation and the current program doesn't allow
any enforcement at the point of generation. Also, they do not open bags that are
tipped so there can be banned items in the bags. This is especially prevalent in
the small and mid size generators.
Remaining They feel they have not worked close enough with the haulers to jointly develop
commercial diversion solutions, the costs of recycling and organics compared to trash is a barrier,
barriers: enforcement on the disposal bans, and changing generator habits is a challenge.
Also they have not done enough consistent education for the commercial sector.
Do you believe that
voluntary and
incentive based
approaches can be
successful in
achieving high
commercial diversion
rates:

Voluntary and incentive based programs should definitely play a role in the
program strategies, each type of program alone (voluntary, incentive, mandates,
bans, etc.) will only have a limited amount of success and all should be
considered if the region is to reach its mandatory goal of 70% diversion in 2015
and 80% in 2020.

Advice for SWMCB? Consider a mix of regulations requiring certain behaviors, regulations to make
recycling more attractive, easier, and cheaper, significant outreach to change
generator behaviors, and putting systems in place that make the undesirable
behaviors more difficult and the desirable ones easy, convenient, and cheap.
Plans for the future: They plan to implement a extended producer responsibility for all containers and
printed packaging in which the product producers must pay 100% of the
recycling costs in 2014, they are implementing a food scraps disposal ban for all
sectors in 2015, and they are implementing a mandatory commercial recycling
program in 2015 to allow them to enforce recycling at the point of generation,
not just disposal.
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Jurisdiction: Tompkins County, New York
Contact Information
City
Contact Name
Number
Email

Tompkins County, NY
Barb Eckstrom and Leo Riley
(607)274-5913
ldriley@tompkins-co.org

Demographic Data - From Census
Total Population 101,723
Total HHs 38,531
Number of Businesses 9,665

Diversion Rate
Overall Diversion Rate 60%
Commercial Diversion Not reported
Rate
Tonnage information Not reported

Governing Structure
Agency Type
Level of control over
other local
governments:

County
The County can pass ordinances that the towns must follow. For example,
the County passed a PAYT ordinance for residential and all the cities have to
follow it.

Level of control over Medium level of control. All haulers must be licensed by County and have a
commercial haulers: County permit to operate. County has 1 FTE as a Solid Waste Enforcement
officer that enforces the mandatory source separation ordinances (both
County and State level). The enforcement officer can levy fines.

Services, Collection, and Rates
Commercial
Trash - Describe hauler Open market
arrangement?
How many haulers are 11 total licensed haulers with 4 main haulers
servicing commercial
sector
Recycling - Describe Same as trash for large businesses. County contracts for recycling for all
hauler arrangement? residential recycling and small / medium commercial generators can get up
to 300 gallons of recycling service on the residential routes for no additional
fee (they pay an environmental fee in their property taxes to pay for some
of it)
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How many streams: Single stream
Organics - Describe There is only one hauler offering organics right now- processing is limiting
hauler arrangement? factor. It is open market
% of businesses with Guess it is very high 80-90%
recycling service

Tipping Fees and Ownership
Landfill and Transfer
Station
Compost
MRF (revenue)
WTE
Other

Private owned and operated landfill, County owns transfer station. $85/ton
Private owned and operated
County owned, private operated. $0
No
No

Open ended
Policies that impact Haulers are prohibited from co-mingling designated recyclables and MSW.
commercial haulers: The County has enforced this when there are egregious violations (for
example they had a video of a hauler putting MSW and recycling in the same
truck).
Policies that impact There is a mandatory source separation ordinance for commercial (and
commercial generators: residential) generators (each county / town in NY is required to have a
mandatory source separation ordinance).
Any efforts to educate
generators about how
to contract with haulers
or worked with haulers
to simplify contracts or
billing for generators:

Yes. They run the reBusiness Partners program that includes on-site waste
assessments for generators (no fee). The assessment includes facility tour,
material examination, program set-up advice, and a follow-up report with
recommendations on how to divert recyclables and reduce waste. The
report will list the recommended container sizes and collection frequency
and they will tell them how to get services. The will say what to ask for when
contracting but stay away from helping to contract, recommending haulers,
etc.

Are there fees or SW Annual Fee, $56 per billing unit (commercial) also surcharges on tip fees
charges allocated to at the transfer station.
your agency that are
collected from
commercial haulers or
generators?
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What efforts has your
agency taken to
encourage commercial
diversion?

The main effort is the Re-Business Partners program described above and
the food scraps audits. While the mandatory source separation law is part of
their program, it is not the main push. They lean toward education,
incentives, and outreach. Their goal is to try and show businesses how to
save money by recycling. They do this by 1) reducing collection frequency
and 2) reducing container size. They are also pushing organics programs by
doing food audits for high organics generators.

Most successful The most effective thing they do is 'hand-holding' for businesses to start
elements: recycling programs. They focused on the 10 largest generators in the County
first. They were able to work with them to set up cost saving programs that
diverted a large portion of the waste stream. Next they targeted high profile
generators (i.e. Papa John's Pizza, Wegman's) to show other businesses that
it is possible to do. Also, by allowing the smallest generators to get on the
residential routes most businesses, including the small generators, can
recycle for little additional cost or actually save money.
Remaining commercial Changing behavior, training staff, getting buy-in from leadership and staff
diversion barriers:
Do you believe that
voluntary and incentive
based approaches can
be successful in
achieving high
commercial diversion
rates:

There needs to be a 'stick' to go with the 'carrot'. Legislation requiring
action, either at the city, county, or state level, can really help boost
program performance. Something like a landfill disposal ban can be really
useful. However, voluntary and economics is what they like the most.

Advice for SWMCB? If a commercial business can understand the concept of cost savings and
alternatives and work with a hauler as a consultant, not just a salesperson,
they can get a recycling program in place that makes sense. The key is which
haulers do this and how can a local government support those haulers. He
thinks that the market will favor the more progressive haulers and those
that do not 'sell' recycling services will lose out in the long term.
Plans for the future: They are focusing on commercial food scraps.
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APPENDIX 2: FULL SURVEY RESPONSES
Which County is your business located in (where are you responding from)?
Answer Options
Anoka
Carver
Dakota
Hennepin
Ramsey
Washington
Other (please specify)

Response Percent

Response Count

10.1%
3.7%
9.0%
50.3%
18.0%
9.0%

19
7
17
95
34
17
2

answered question

189

In what county do you primarily conduct your business activities? (select all that apply)
Answer Options
Anoka
Carver
Dakota
Hennepin
Ramsey
Washington
Other (please specify)

Response Percent

Response Count

16.7%
7.5%
15.6%
60.2%
26.3%
18.8%

31
14
29
112
49
35
18

answered question

186

How many locations does your business have?
Answer Options
One
2 or more locations located within the Twin Cities
Metropolitan region
2 or more locations located within Minnesota
2 or more locations located within the United States
2 or more locations located in the US and elsewhere

Response
Percent

Response
Count

55.2%

107

19.1%

37

8.2%
7.2%
10.3%
answered question

16
14
20
194

How many full time employees (including yourself) does your business have (estimate ok)?
Answer Options
1
2–4

Response Percent

Response Count

2.2%
10.3%

4
19
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5–9
10 – 19
20 – 99
100 – 499
500 plus
Other (please specify)

15.7%
17.3%
30.3%
9.7%
14.6%

29
32
56
18
27
8

answered question

185

If you were to consider a new trash contract, what conditions would be most important to you?
Most
Not very
Not at all
Answer Options
Important Neutral
N/A
important
important important
Price of trash service
38.3%
46.8%
2.6%
0.6%
0.0%
11.7%
Price of recycling
29.9%
51.0%
4.8%
0.7%
0.0%
14.3%
Range of trash
23.6%
44.6%
17.6%
2.0%
0.0%
12.2%
service options
Recycling service
25.0%
47.2%
11.8%
2.8%
0.0%
13.2%
options
Customer service
32.5%
47.0%
7.3%
1.3%
0.7%
11.3%
Company reputation
22.7%
48.2%
13.5%
2.8%
0.7%
12.1%
Length of contract
19.6%
39.2%
19.6%
8.4%
0.0%
13.3%
Ability to change
service during
27.7%
39.9%
16.2%
2.7%
0.7%
12.8%
contract
Understandable bills
21.8%
48.6%
15.5%
0.7%
0.0%
13.4%
answered question

Response
Count
154
147
148
144
151
141
143
148
142
158

What type of business is your company?
Answer Options
Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction
Utilities
Construction
Manufacturing
Wholesale Trade
Retail Trade
Transportation and Warehousing
Information
Finance and Insurance
Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
Educational Services / School / University
Health Care and Social Assistance
Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation
Accommodation and Food Services
Public Administration / Government
Other Services (except Public Administration)

Response Percent

Response Count

0.6%
1.7%
5.0%
12.8%
1.7%
10.6%
0.6%
1.7%
6.1%
1.1%
3.9%
7.3%
15.6%
3.4%
4.5%
4.5%
19.0%
answered question

1
3
9
23
3
19
1
3
11
2
7
13
28
6
8
8
34
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What are the primary business activities undertaken at your location?
Answer Options
Office administration
Facilities maintenance
Equipment maintenance
Building maintenance
Landscaping
Housekeeping/janitorial
Food/restaurant/bar
Laundry/dry cleaning
Patient care
Shipping/transportation
Garbage consolidation
Construction/remodel
Demolition
Department/specialty retail sales
Grocery
Auto/appliance/furniture sales
Other retail
Food growing/farming
Food production
Manufacturing energy production
Manufacturing from raw material
Energy Production
Non-food manufacturing
Printing
Scientific research and development
Vehicle maintenance
Entertainment/theatre
Other (please specify)

Response Percent

Response Count

49.6%
15.6%
9.9%
10.6%
8.5%
12.1%
11.3%
3.5%
16.3%
9.2%
2.8%
5.7%
1.4%
7.1%
2.1%
0.7%
5.0%
0.0%
0.7%
1.4%
10.6%
0.7%
4.3%
2.8%
1.4%
4.3%
4.3%

70
22
14
15
12
17
16
5
23
13
4
8
2
10
3
1
7
0
1
2
15
1
6
4
2
6
6
76

answered question

141

Which of the following best describes how your trash is collected at your facility?
Answer Options
We use carts / cans located on our property
We use a dumpster located on our property
We use a compactor located on our property
We use carts / cans located in an alley
We use a dumpster located in an alley
We use a compactor located in an alley
We SHARE carts / cans with another business(s)

Response
Percent

Response Count

7.9%
60.7%
7.9%
0.6%
5.6%
0.0%
1.7%

14
108
14
1
10
0
3
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We SHARE a dumpster with another business(s)
We SHARE a compactor with another business(s)
We self haul our trash
Other (please specify)

15.2%
0.6%
0.0%

27
1
0
19

answered question

178

How close is the dumpster / cart / compactor to your back door?
Answer Options
Within 50 feet
½ block or less
About 1 block away
More than 1 block away
Other (please specify)

Response Percent

Response Count

76.5%
19.1%
4.4%
0.0%

52
13
3
0
19

answered question

68

Do you know what company provides trash & recycling services?
Answer Options
Yes
No
We self haul / no services
IF YES, who hauls what?

Response Percent

Response Count

70.9%
27.4%
1.7%

127
49
3
123

answered question

179

Which of the following best fits how you contract for trash and recycling services?
Answer Options
No program
We contract directly with the hauler locally
Corporate headquarters contracts for
services
Service is included in the lease
Property manager association takes care of
it
We work with a broker (or other third party
company) to set up our services
We self haul, don’t pay for any services
Not sure
Response Count

Percent Response
Trash service
0.6%
58.0%

Count Response
Trash service
1
105

Percent Response
Recycling
15.2%
48.2%

Count Response
Recycling
25
79

12.2%

22

10.4%

17

16.6%

30

14.0%

23

8.8%

16

5.5%

9

0.6%

1

0.6%

1

0.0%
3.3%

0
6
181

3.0%
3.0%

5
5
164

answered question
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181

What are the primary barriers to regular recycling faced by your business? Please select all that apply.
Answer Options
Not sure who to contact to get services
It is not a local decision, our regional or national headquarters
makes those decisions
Workers/tenants won’t do it
Recycling containers fill up faster than trash containers
No space for containers
Janitors/custodians won't do it
My hauler doesn't offer collection
I don't have enough recycling to warrant it
My property manager/landlord does not offer
Are in a strip mall / shared space. Recycling services not offered
Causes vectors (flies, rats, etc.)
I don't think about recycling
It won't make any difference if I do or don't
We recycle regularly- no barriers
Customers will not participate
Unaware of recycling options
Causes unpleasant smells
The haulers don't collect the items I generate
Causes unpleasant landscape
It is difficult/hassle
Recycling service costs too much
Other (please specify)

Response Percent

Response Count

6.8%

10

1.4%

2

7.5%
6.8%
10.9%
2.7%
4.8%
6.1%
9.5%
8.2%
0.7%
0.0%
0.0%
52.4%
0.7%
13.6%
2.7%
7.5%
2.0%
4.1%
9.5%

11
10
16
4
7
9
14
12
1
0
0
77
1
20
4
11
3
6
14
52

answered question

147

Do you currently have a recycling program at your business (for employees, customers OR guests)?
Answer Options

Response Percent

Response Count

Yes
No

75.4%
24.6%
answered question

138
45
183

How does the recycling system operate internally at your business (for employees, customers, and
guests)(Please select all that apply)?
Answer Options
We have in-house recycling bins for employees throughout our
facility
We provide recycling bins and containers for customers, guests,
and employees
We have in-house composting bins for employees throughout
our facility
We provide composting bins and containers for customers,
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Response Percent

Response Count

80.0%

96

44.2%

53

4.2%

5

2.5%

3
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guests, and employees
We have designated recycling bins on job-sites
We have a Zero Waste program and recycle/re-use/compost
everything we can
Other (please specify)

11.7%

14

2.5%

3
22

answered question

120

How does the recycling system operate externally at your business (getting the materials taken away)? (Select
all that apply)
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

66.9%
26.9%
3.8%
16.2%
4.6%
1.5%
2.3%
4.6%
0.8%
2.3%
1.5%
9.2%

87
35
5
21
6
2
3
6
1
3
2
12
14

Taken away by our trash hauler
Taken away by other recycling company
Our company collects and delivers recycling
An individual from our company delivers to drop-off or other location
We recycle our own materials in-house
Private company brings organics to a compost facility
We bring organics to a compost facility
Private company takes food waste to a farm or livestock feed manufacturer
We bring food waste to a farm or livestock feed manufacturer
Private company takes fryer grease / oil to a rendering plant or use a biofuel
We take fryer grease / oil to a rendering plant or use a biofuel
Not sure
Other (please specify)

answered question

130

How close are your outdoor recycling containers to your outdoor trash containers?
Answer Options
They are right next to each other
They are near each other but not right next to each other
They are stored in separate areas and are not near each other
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent

Response
Count

73.0%
15.3%
11.7%

81
17
13
24

answered question

111

Do you share recycling bins / cart with other businesses?
Answer Options
Yes, we share recycling containers with neighboring businesses
No , we have our own recycling containers
Not sure
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Response
Percent
17.0%
82.2%
0.7%
answered question

Response
Count
23
111
1
135
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How would you characterize your recycling program and its use?
Answer Options
We have a Zero Waste program
We have a robust recycling program that is well used
We have a robust recycling program that is not well used
We have an "ok" recycling program that is well used
We have an "ok" recycling program that is not well used
We have a fairly minimal recycling program that is well used
We have a fairly minimal recycling program that is not well used
Don't know

Response
Percent
1.5%
29.9%
0.7%
44.8%
8.2%
13.4%
0.0%
1.5%
answered question

Response
Count
2
40
1
60
11
18
0
2
134

In an average month, what are the main materials GENERATED (both disposed in the trash and recycled) during
your business activities? (Please select all the materials that apply and report how much is generated)
Most of
Majority
A portion
Less than
our
of our
of
half
Less than
Response
Answer Options
material
material
materials
N/A
(25% 10%
Count
(75% (50% (10% 49%)
100%)
74%)
24%)
23.6%
27.4%
17.2%
11.5%
19.1%
1.3%
157
Office/white paper
15.6%
19.8%
23.4%
18.0%
22.2%
1.2%
167
Cardboard
Other paper (magazines,
newspaper, colored paper,
6.8%
12.3%
11.6%
21.9%
38.4%
8.9%
146
etc.)
Mixed containers and
bottles (plastic, metal,
3.4%
8.3%
20.7%
21.4%
40.7%
5.5%
145
glass, aluminum)
Plastic and other
packaging (packaging
3.0%
4.5%
6.7%
15.7%
50.0%
20.1%
134
wrap, plastic film, plastic
bags, etc)
6.7%
3.7%
3.0%
5.2%
13.3%
68.1%
135
Scrap metal
1.6%
3.1%
1.6%
0.8%
22.7%
70.3%
128
Other glass
3.0%
1.5%
3.7%
5.2%
25.4%
61.2%
134
Pre-consumer food waste
2.3%
3.1%
6.9%
10.0%
27.7%
50.0%
130
Post consumer food waste
0.8%
0.0%
3.9%
3.9%
15.6%
75.8%
128
Yard waste
Wood (pallets, building
1.5%
2.3%
3.8%
3.0%
25.0%
64.4%
132
materials, other)
Construction debris (soil,
0.8%
0.0%
0.8%
2.4%
6.3%
89.8%
127
concrete, asphalt)
Building materials (drywall,
0.8%
0.0%
0.8%
0.8%
7.2%
90.4%
125
re-bar, counter tops, etc)
Electronics waste
(computers, televisions,
3.0%
0.8%
0.8%
3.8%
39.1%
52.6%
133
printers)
Hazardous materials (oil,
3.1%
0.8%
1.6%
2.3%
28.7%
63.6%
129
paint, antifreeze, batteries,
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others)
Animal bedding/manure
Textiles
Other

0.8%
1.6%

0.0%
0.0%

1.6%
2.3%

0.8%
0.0%

5.5%
5.5%

91.4%
90.6%

answered question

128
128
1
171

What materials are RECYCLED on a regular basis at your company? (select all that apply)
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

78.4%
81.8%
62.5%
63.6%
26.7%
22.7%
8.0%
8.5%
11.9%
9.7%
19.3%
5.7%
4.5%
33.0%
22.2%
1.1%
1.7%
12.5%

138
144
110
112
47
40
14
15
21
17
34
10
8
58
39
2
3
22
14

Office/white paper
Cardboard
Other paper (magazines, newspaper, colored paper, etc.)
Mixed containers and bottles (plastic, metal, glass, aluminum)
Plastic and other packaging (packaging wrap, plastic film, plastic bags, etc)
Scrap metal
Other glass
Pre-consumer food waste
Post consumer food waste
Yard waste
Wood (pallets, building materials, other)
Construction debris (soil, concrete, asphalt)
Building materials (drywall, re-bar, counter tops, etc)
Electronics waste (computers, televisions, printers)
Hazardous materials (oil, paint, antifreeze, batteries, others)
Animal bedding/manure
Textiles
None
Other (please specify)

answered question

176

Who makes the decisions regarding trash and recycling services for your business?
Answer Options
On-site decision by owner / manager
Property owner of building (if different from above)
Property management company
Corporate decision- made locally
Corporate decision- made elsewhere
Waste brokerage company
Not sure
N/A
Other (please specify)

Trash Service

Recycling Service

51.9%
14.9%
11.6%
14.4%
3.9%
0.0%
2.2%
1.1%

52.3%
13.8%
10.9%
13.8%
3.4%
0.0%
3.4%
2.3%
Answered Question 174
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What portion of your annual operating budget is used to pay for trash / recycling service?
Response
Percent

Answer Options

31.4%
18.3%
4.6%
1.7%
0.6%
0.6%
42.9%
answered question

0 -1%
1 – 2%
3 – 5%
6 – 10%
11 – 20%
More than 20%
Not sure

Response
Count
55
32
8
3
1
1
75
175

Do you see your trash / recycling bills?
Response
Percent

Answer Options

43.8%
5.1%
9.1%
42.0%
answered question

Yes- I see them regularly
Yes- but not often
Rarely
No- never

Response
Count
77
9
16
74
176

How familiar are you with what is included in your invoices / bills?
Response
Percent

Answer Options

31.1%
41.5%
7.5%
8.5%
11.3%
answered question

Very familiar
Somewhat familiar
Neutral
Somewhat unfamiliar
Very unfamiliar

Response
Count
33
44
8
9
12
106

How familiar are you with the various charges on your invoice, such as:
Answer Options
Trash pickup disposal charge
Recycling pickup and
processing charges
Food waste/organics
management pick-up and
processing charges

Very
familiar

Somewhat
familiar

Neutral

Somewhat
unfamiliar

Very
unfamiliar

Not
applicable

Response
Count

40.2%

32.7%

7.5%

2.8%

11.2%

5.6%

107

32.7%

28.0%

8.4%

2.8%

11.2%

16.8%

107

10.6%

5.8%

4.8%

2.9%

12.5%

63.5%

104
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Cart / Container rentals and
fees
Overflow charges
Fuel surcharges
Late payment fees
Minnesota Solid Waste
Management Tax (SWMT)
County Environmental
Charges ( Hennepin, Ramsey
and Washington Counties)

25.2%

25.2%

10.7%

1.0%

12.6%

25.2%

103

19.2%
31.1%
24.3%

15.4%
27.4%
16.5%

11.5%
10.4%
9.7%

6.7%
7.5%
4.9%

22.1%
15.1%
20.4%

25.0%
8.5%
24.3%

104
106
103

23.6%

19.8%

14.2%

6.6%

28.3%

7.5%

106

21.7%

23.6%

14.2%

8.5%

22.6%

9.4%

106

answered question

107

Do you know what charges on your invoice are exempt from the MN Solid Waste
Management Tax and County Surcharges (in Hennepin, Ramsey, and Washington County)?
Answer Options
Yes
No
If yes, which charges?

Response
Percent

Response
Count

13.1%
86.9%

14
93
10

answered question

107

If you have questions on your contract or invoices, how do you find the answers? (select all
that apply)
Answer Options
Look on-line
Contact City or County solid waste staff
Contact my hauler
Contact property management company
Contact property owner
Contact our companies headquarters / corporate office
Contact our trash service broker
Contact a business association
Contact the Chamber of Commerce
Ask another business owner or friend
Not sure
Other (please specify)

Response
Percent

Response
Count

12.7%
7.0%
61.4%
9.5%
8.9%
5.1%
7.6%
0.0%
0.0%
1.3%
9.5%

20
11
97
15
14
8
12
0
0
2
15
6

answered question

158

How long have services been provided by current trash / recycling / organics haulers?
1
2 to 3
4 to 5
5 or more Much longer
Not
Not
Answer Options
year
years
years
years
than 5 years
sure
applicable
3.0%
13.8%
13.2%
17.4%
26.9%
21.6%
4.2%
Trash service
5.6%
12.3%
14.2%
13.0%
19.8%
17.3%
17.9%
Recycling service
2.0%
4.7%
1.3%
2.0%
2.0%
11.3%
76.7%
Organics service
answered question
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When was the last time you had contact (phone or email) with your trash hauler, for any reason other than
paying a bill?
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

17.8%
26.4%
10.4%
9.2%
36.2%

29
43
17
15
59
61

This month
In the last 6 months
We have been in contact with our hauler in the last year
It has been more than 1 year since we have been in contact with our hauler
We have never had contact with our hauler
What did you talk / email about?

answered question

163

If you were to consider a new trash contract, what conditions would be most important to you?
Answer Options

Most
important

Important

Neutral

Not very
important

Not at all
important

N/A

Response
Count

0.6%

0.0%

11.7%

154

0.7%

0.0%

14.3%

147

2.0%

0.0%

12.2%

148

2.8%

0.0%

13.2%

144

1.3%
2.8%
8.4%

0.7%
0.7%
0.0%

11.3%
12.1%
13.3%

151
141
143

2.7%

0.7%

12.8%

148

0.7%

0.0%

13.4%

142
27
158

38.3%
46.8%
2.6%
Price of trash service
Price of recycling
29.9%
51.0%
4.8%
service
Range of trash service
23.6%
44.6%
17.6%
options available
Range of recycling
25.0%
47.2%
11.8%
service options available
32.5%
47.0%
7.3%
Customer service
22.7%
48.2%
13.5%
Company reputation
19.6%
39.2%
19.6%
Length of contract
Ability to change service
level during contract
27.7%
39.9%
16.2%
period
21.8%
48.6%
15.5%
Easy to understand bills
Other aspects that are important in choosing a contractor?

answered question

Have you ever spoken to other business owners about trash and recycling related issues?
Answer Options
Yes
No
If yes, what do you talk about?

Response
Percent

Response
Count

27.9%
72.1%

46
119
36

answered question
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Please let us know whether you agree or disagree with the following statements
Answer Options
Lowest cost trash collection is the
most important consideration,
recycling options do not really matter
We are willing to pay more money to
include adequate recycling services
We have no control or very limited
control over our trash and recycling
BILLS
We have no control or very limited
control over our trash and recycling
SERVICES
Managing our solid waste service
contracts takes considerable effort
We spend very little time thinking
about our solid waste and recycling
services
Comments?

Strongly
agree

Somewhat
agree

Neither
agree or
disagree

Somewhat
disagree

Strongly
disagree

Response
Count

5.7%

13.3%

17.7%

31.0%

32.3%

158

14.6%

34.8%

29.7%

14.6%

6.3%

158

21.5%

22.2%

18.4%

15.8%

22.2%

158

19.4%

21.3%

18.1%

17.5%

23.8%

160

4.5%

10.8%

40.1%

22.9%

21.7%

157

10.2%

24.2%

20.4%

31.2%

14.0%

157
11

answered question

161

Who would be the best source to generate or distribute information to help businesses understand their
solid waste charges, clarify options for contracting, and help business minimize their solid waste costs?
Answer Options

Response
Percent

59.0%
Trash and recycling haulers
16.0%
Non-profit organizations
3.8%
Chamber of commerce
16.0%
Business association
15.4%
Property managers
15.4%
City government
23.7%
County government
7.1%
Other
***For each checked, please indicate for generation or distribution and
why.
answered question
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25
6
25
24
24
37
11
68
156
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